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Abstract
The microfabrication technique of Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) has emerged as the
dominant platform for the development of microfluidic devices in biomedical research. However,
Multilayer Soft Lithography, as originally developed, has technological limitations that restrict
its effectiveness and versatility in implementing laboratory operations on chip. This thesis
solves two of these limitations, namely that channel routing is restricted to planar geometries
and that no established methods exist for creating solid-phase columns needed to perform onchip analytical and preparative separations.

The first technological advancement is the development of a new fabrication method using
laser ablation that enables the automated fabrication of interlayer connections in MSL-based
microfluidic devices.

Real-time image recognition and computer control allow for robust

wafer-scale registration of laser ablation features with moulded channel structures. This new
functionality removes the constraint that all connected device features lie in a single plane,
significantly enhancing achievable feature density and fluid handling complexity.

To further extend the range of accessible bioanalytical applications using MSL-based devices,
this thesis also presents the development of a novel microfluidic column geometry that allows
rapid packing of multiple microcolumns in parallel with near-perfect yield. These microcolumns
are shown to be of high quality, with plate heights comparable to conventional high-performance
ii
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capillary columns and superior to what has previously been reported for packed microfluidic
columns.

Finally, this thesis shows how these new capabilities allow for the implementation of the
first fully integrated microfluidic liquid chromatography system that exploits advantages of
automation, small sample volume and parallel processing. All elements required for automated
sample loading, programmable gradient generation, separation, fluorescent detection, and
sample recovery are integrated on a single device.

The ability to reliably fabricate three-dimensional microfluidic devices and to integrate highly
optimized solid-phase columns will open many new opportunities for on-chip integration,
bringing the ultimate goal of complete lab-on-a-chip integration closer to reality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The integration of fluid handling capabilities on microdevices represents a revolution
in laboratory experimentation, bringing the benefits of miniaturization, integration and
automation to many research-based industries. Microfluidics is considered a highly promising
technology to accurately manipulate minute volumes of fluid in the picolitre to nanolitre
range in channels with cross-sectional dimensions of micrometres. The technique of Multilayer
Soft Lithography has arguably become the dominant microfluidic platform and is unique in
allowing for the rapid prototyping of device designs having thousands of integrated valves.
This thesis addresses two limitations of this microfabrication technique, firstly that channel
routing is restricted to a single plane and secondly that no established methods exist for
creating functionalized solid-phase columns which are essential for a wide array of analytical
and preparative separations. Lifting these restrictions allowed, for the first time, the integration
of a fully automated parallel liquid chromatography system on-chip.

The following key technological advancements are described in this thesis:

1. A new microfabrication method using laser ablation is presented that allows for more
complex on-chip fluid routing on poly(dimethylsiloxane)-based microdevices made by
Multilayer Soft Lithography (Chapter 2). Multilayer Soft Lithography is fundamentally a
1
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planar fabrication technique which imposes serious design constraints on channel routing,
feature density, and fluid handling complexity. To lift this restriction, a laser ablation
system has been developed allowing for the integration of layer interconnects and the direct
writing of microchannels, thereby greatly expanding the flexibility and functionality of
microfluidic devices. The laser ablation system has been instrumental in achieving threedimensional fluid routing in the chromatography devices presented in this thesis. Beyond
this application, it is now routinely used in the Hansen Lab and has enabled several
projects.
2. To further extend the analytical and preparative capabilities of MSL-based devices and
to expand the range of applications that can be addressed on-chip, a novel microfluidic
column geometry has been developed, allowing for rapid packing of multiple high-quality
bead bed columns in parallel with near-perfect yield (Chapter 3). Column packing is
enabled by micrometer-sized bypass channels distributed along the length of the column
that act to lower the impedance.

After packing, these side channels are closed by

microvalves to restore a conventional linear column geometry having a single inlet and
outlet. In order to optimize the column geometry and to predict the rate and shape of
column growth, a numerical model of this packing process has been developed. Using
this optimized geometry, multiple 2cm-long columns on a single device can be packed in
parallel without defects. These microcolumns are shown to be of high quality, with plate
heights comparable to conventional high-performance capillary columns.
3. The capabilities afforded by interlayer connections, robust on-chip column packing
and MSL-based microvalves are combined to achieve the first fully integrated liquid
chromatography system that exploits advantages of automation, small sample volume

2
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and parallel processing (Chapter 4). All elements required for automated sample loading,
programmable gradient generation, separation, fluorescent detection, and sample recovery
are integrated on a single device. This system is highlighted in genomic applications
by performing a variety of on-chip nucleic acid separations followed by selective lowloss sample recovery of rarefied samples. This functionality significantly extents the
capabilities of MSL-based microfluidic devices which have been of particular interest
in nucleic acid research, including applications such as sequencing library preparation,
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and multiple displacement amplifications (MDA).

These technological advancements are put into context in this introductory chapter which
provides an overview of the fluid handling properties afforded by microfluidic devices and their
applications in the life sciences and introduces the technique of Multilayer Soft Lithography
(Section 1.1). Fundamentals of liquid chromatography and related key equations are presented
in Section 1.2. Finally, a review of previous attempts to integrate liquid chromatography on
microfluidic devices is considered in Section 1.3.

1.1

Integration of Laboratory Analysis on Microfluidic
Systems

1.1.1

Fundamentals

Microfluidics is the science and technology of systems that manipulate femtolitre to microlitre
volumes within micrometre-sized features such as channels and electrodes. A variety of device
fabrication techniques exist that allow for channels to be etched or moulded in a wide range of

3
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materials including glass, silicon, and polymers. Channels on a microfluidic device are typically
connected so as to achieve a desired function which may include fluid mixing, pumping, or
chemical reactions.

Microfluidics offers significant advantages over traditional macroscopic approaches both from
a technical as well as from an economic perspective. These have fuelled the development
of numerous microfluidic applications in the biotechnological, diagnostic, medical and
pharmaceutical industry, among others.

This has resulted in a number of commercial

applications [1], including microchip electrophoresis (Agilent, Caliper/Perkin Elmer) [2, 3],
emulsion generators for protein crystallization screening (Emerald BioSystems) [4] and
sequencing sample preparation (Life Technologies) [5], gene expression analysis, single cell
processing (Fluidigm) [6], and flow cells for sequencing (Illumina, Life Technologies) [5, 7].

The increasing pervasiveness of microfluidics in a growing number of life sciences applications
largely stems from the following factors [8]:

• Mass transport. Due to small lateral dimensions, the relatively low linear flow velocities,
and the insignificance of inertial forces, fluid flow in microdevices is typically laminar
with fluid mixing primarily driven by diffusion [9].

This has enabled a number of

applications that require gradual mixing such as protein crystallization [10], precise
perfusion of cell colonies [11], gradient generation for chemotaxis studies [12], molecular
mass sensor applications using T-sensors [13], chemical assays [14], immunoassays [15],
or molecular interactions measurements [16]. Laminar flow, however, makes fast on-chip
mixing challenging [17] and has prompted the development of a number of mixing schemes
including multilaminate concepts [18, 19] and chaotic mixing [20, 21]. The latter has been
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shown to be most effective at intermediate flow rates in the range of microlitre to millilitre
per minute and has found use in academic and commercial applications [22–25].
• Minute volumes. Minute reaction volumes on microdevices, typically in the range of
picolitres to nanolitres, go hand in hand with reduced reagent costs. More importantly, a
variety of applications have been implemented on microdevices that would otherwise be
inconvenient or impossible using conventional bench-top equipment and allow for higher
sensitivity and reaction efficiency due to limited sample dilution [1, 26–28]. For example,
reducing the reaction volume from microlitres (96-well plate) to nanolitres (on-chip)
enabled the detection of antibodies secreted from single cells within hours by providing a
10000-fold concentration enhancement [29].
• Size of biological species. The size of many relevant species encountered in life sciences
applications, e.g. cells, bacteria, droplets, and assay beads, is comparable to on-chip
channel dimensions. Microfluidic handling is ideally suited to manipulate these species to
allow for single cell measurements and, thus, to ascertain cell to cell variability in biological
systems. This is of particular interest in cases where relevant minority cell populations
would otherwise be obscured by population-averaged measurements [1, 30, 31]. A number
of publications have therefore focused on single-cell gene expression measurements [32–34],
protein analysis [35, 36], signalling response [37], and growth dynamics [11, 38–40].
• Surface-to-volume ratio. The large surface-to-volume ratio encountered in microfluidics
can be exploited to enhance fluid-surface interactions.

This has inspired numerous

applications, including cell adhesion studies [41], biochemical assays [42–45], surface
plasmon resonance sensors [46] and even novel methods for on-chip fluid manipulation,
such as digital microfluidics [47, 48] which is concerned with droplet handling on planar

5
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electrodes by means of electrowetting [49] or dielectrophoresis [50,51]. While fluid-surface
interactions have been shown to be highly beneficial in these applications, a large surfaceto-volume ratio may also pose new challenges such as increased fluid evaporation [28] or
sample loss through non-specific interactions [52, 53].
• Automation and throughput. Miniaturization allows for the integration of many labour
intensive processes such as pipetting and sample transfer steps [54].

Moreover,

multiplexing capabilities and the ability to perform high throughput experiments, both
through serial and parallel implementations [55], have been shown to be major driving
forces in the development of microfluidic platforms for screening applications [56] such
as flow cytometry [57], directed enzyme evolution [58], protein crystallography [10, 59],
combinatorial PCR [60], or cell culture with a large number of different culture conditions
[61], to name just a few.
• Mass production. Relatively low fabrication costs, the amenability to mass production and
a high degree of reproducibility across devices offer the prospect of single-use analytical
devices without the need for extensive cleaning protocols between subsequent runs. This
eliminates cross contamination and is of particular interest in point-of-care applications
[62, 63].

1.1.2

Microfluidics in the Life Sciences

The origins of microfluidics can be traced back to applications in separation science which were
enabled by fabrication processes developed in the microelectronic industry for the processing
and patterning of thin films [62, 64–66]. Drawing on these microfabrication techniques, silicon
and glass were initially the materials of choice for microfluidic applications, providing a high
6
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degree of solvent compatibility. However, challenges in device manufacturing and operation
included the need for harsh etchants, elevated temperatures to facilitate bonding, the opaque
nature of silicon which makes imaging challenging and difficulties in creating interfaces for offchip fluid handling [67]. These drawbacks quickly led to the exploration of polymeric materials.

Although glass remains an important substrate for microfluidic fabrication, polymers such as
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) [68–70], polystyrene (PS) [71], poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) [58, 72], polyimide [73], parylene [74], photocurable resins [75] and, more recently,
cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) [76–78] have now become the most used device materials. This
is largely due to the ease and economy of polymer fabrication, including casting, injection and
compression moulding, laser ablation, photopolymerization and deposition [67]. Most recently,
cellulosic materials also gained popularity as inexpensive lateral flow matrices for applications
in health diagnostics, environmental monitoring and food quality testing [67].

On-chip fluid flow may be achieved by pressure differences, external pumps [79–81], capillary
forces [82], centrifugal forces [83], electrokinetic flow [84], electrolytic techniques [85], or valvebased pumps [72]. While these methods are essential for flow-through applications [22, 23],
confining reagents, cells, or particles to hundreds of individual reaction volumes in the picolitre
to nanolitre range is of great interest in applications such as polymerase chain reactions [28],
single cell analysis [29, 30], or protein crystallization [10, 86]. The most widely used approaches
are droplets in an immiscible carrier [54, 87], electrowetting on dielectric (EWOD) [49, 50],
and valve-based technologies [58, 72]: in droplet-based microfluidics, aqueous reaction vessels
are serially assembled by co-flowing the reagents to be compartmentalized and the immiscible
carrier fluid through a T-junction or flow-focuser. This causes the aqueous phase to be broken
into droplets as surface tension forces act to reduce the interfacial area. EWOD works by locally
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manipulating the contact angle of droplets and individually displacing them on a dielectric
substrate. This is achieved by charge build-up in the dielectric caused by an electric field,
resulting in the transport of the droplet from one charged region to another.

Complex and diverse fluid handling functionality, however, requires the co-integration of active
valves [88]. The integration of a modest number of valves has been demonstrated in a variety of
materials including those with a high Young’s Modulus such as silicon [89], metals [90], various
polymers [91] and elastomer-glass combinations [92, 93]. The most established technology for
the integration of high-density valves is Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) [94] which benefits
from short design iteration cycles, relatively facile device fabrication and low cost materials.
The microfluidic devices presented in this thesis are based on this technology platform which
is outlined in the following section.

1.1.3

Multilayer Soft Lithography

Multilayer Soft Lithography is a microfabrication technique in which an elastomer is cast onto a
mould, typically a plain silicon wafer on which layers of photoresist have been patterned (Figure
1). Due to their excellent physical properties, silicone rubbers such as poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) have proven to be highly suitable for Multilayer Soft Lithography and its applications
in life sciences [95–99].

A major advantage of PDMS-based fluidic devices is the very

low Young’s Modulus (1MPa) which is approximately five orders of magnitude lower than
conventional MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) materials like silicon and glass. The
high compliance of elastomer devices, combined with simple methods for multilayer bonding, has
enabled the robust integration of thousands of active monolithic valves per square centimetre
[58, 72]. At channel crossings, the thin elastomer membrane that separates consecutive layers
8
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Figure 1: Schematics of device assembly using the technique of Multilayer Soft Lithography.
PDMS is cast on silicon moulds on which photoresist features have been patterned. (a) Rounded
resist feature are typically used for flow channels, while rectangular cross-sections are preferred
for (b) control channels. (c) Featureless membranes are spun on unpatterned silicon wafers.
Using oxygen plasma, PDMS layers are subsequently functionalized to promote interlayer
adhesion. Cured PDMS layers may be assembled in a number of different configurations
depending on the application, including strategies in which flow and control channels face
each other with a thin membrane separating respective channels (d). (e) Alternatively, layers
may be directly aligned to one another. Configuration (d) is used for the devices presented in
Chapters 3 and 4, while some device designs in Chapter 2 are based on configuration (e).
can be pneumatically deflected, thus, forming a valve: upon pressurization of the “control
channel”, the membrane is deflected up into the “flow channel” resulting in a hermetic seal
(Figure 2). Valves of this type can be combined to derive higher level fluid handling elements
such as peristaltic pumps [72], demultiplexers [94, 100], rotary mixers [59, 101], and sieve valves
for bead trapping [102].

Multilayer Soft Lithography allows for the rapid prototyping and iteration of device designs
rendering it well-suited for development processes. The design flexibility and parallelization
afforded by this technology has facilitated a myriad of applications including chemical synthesis
[102], protein crystallization [10, 59], genetic analysis [60], single cell manipulation and analysis
9
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Figure 2: Schematics and micrographs of open (a,b) and closed (c,d) valve states. Upon
pressurization of the control channel, the valve membrane is deflected up into the flow channel,
forming a hermetic seal. The flow channel in panels (b) and (d) are filled with red dye for
visualization.
[103–107], cell culture [61, 108, 109], high-throughput imaging [110, 111], and protein assays
[43, 112, 113].

Despite the popularity and widespread use of PDMS-based Multilayer Soft Lithography,
achieving general lab-on-chip functionality has been hindered by some existing technical
restrictions. Most notable are limited material compatibility with organic solvents and high
pressures [114, 115], limited channel routing flexibility due to planar device geometry, and
limited ability to create well-defined functionalized surfaces or solid-phase sections.

This thesis seeks to remove two of these limitations by enabling complex three-dimensional
channel routing (Chapter 2) and by proposing a novel column geometry allowing for the robust
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packing with solid-phase chromatography materials (Chapter 3). These new capabilities are
highlighted in the integration of a fully automated liquid chromatography system (Chapter 4).
Beyond this application, the ability to reliably make three-dimensional microfluidic devices and
to integrate highly optimized solid-phase columns will open many new opportunities for on-chip
integration.

1.2

Ion-Exchange Liquid Chromatography

Liquid chromatography is an analytical and preparative technique used to separate mixtures into
their constituents. The sample, e.g. a mixture of nucleic acids, peptides or proteins, is dissolved
in a mobile phase which is percolated through a stationary phase. Separation is achieved
by distributing the components between the mobile and the stationary phase. Components
that preferentially adsorb onto the stationary phase are retained longer than those that
predominantly remain in the mobile phase and pass through the column more quickly. Thus,
solutes are sequentially eluted in the reverse order of the magnitude of their interactions with
the stationary phase. The most common modes of chromatographic separation discriminate
between different solutes on the basis of solute charge [116–118], hydrophobicity [116, 119–122],
column affinity [123], size [118], or a combination thereof.

Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis describe new technologies that allow for macromolecular
separations by liquid chromatography on MSL-based devices.

These new capabilities are

demonstrated in the separation of nucleic acids using the separation mode of ion-exchange
which is detailed in the following section. The formalism of solute retention and chemical
equilibrium conditions including key equations is outlined in Appendix A.
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PDMS-based microfluidic devices are best suited for aqueous separation conditions, including
those found in most ion exchange, size exclusion and affinity separations.

Material

incompatibilities currently limit its use in separation conditions that require organic solvents
(e.g. acetonitrile or methanol) which are commonly employed in reverse-phase applications
[114, 115, 124] and may necessitate the use of alternative device materials or coatings [115, 125].

In addition to chemical interactions between solutes and the stationary phase, physical column
properties (e.g. column dimensions, packing density) and operating conditions (e.g. mobile phase
velocity) are important characteristics that directly influence the degree of peak dispersion and,
thus, the resolution of chromatographic separations. This introductory section therefore focuses
on hydrodynamic separation effects and their influence on band broadening.

1.2.1

Principles of Separation

Ionic or ionizable solutes may be separated by taking advantage of electrostatic interactions
between the charged solute and oppositely charged groups covalently bound to the
chromatographic resin. Coulomb interactions can be exploited to separate biomolecules (amino
acids, peptides, proteins, nucleic acids) or organic and inorganic ions. The most commonly used
charge-based separation techniques include ion-exchange chromatography, chromatofocusing
[122], ion-pair [117, 123] and ion-exclusion chromatography [126, 127].

Ion-exchange adsorption is based on the ability of two ion pairs to dissociate and to exchange
ions. Covalently bound functional groups on the stationary phase are associated with counterions of the opposite charge. These counter-ions are comprised of the analyte ion and competing
ions in the mobile phase.

The ion-exchange equilibrium established between mobile and

stationary charges is detailed in Appendix A. Analytes with a higher affinity to the covalently
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linked ion on the stationary phase migrate through the column more slowly [116–118]. Analyte
retention can be influenced by the following three factors:

• Salt concentration. Analytes are typically loaded onto the column at low ionic strength.
During elution, mobile phase conditions are altered to differentially elute bound analytes:
the salt concentration in the mobile phase determines the degree of charge screening on the
stationary phase with a higher salt concentration corresponding to a decrease in analyte
retention.
• pH. The retention factor (Section 5) is influenced by the pH-dependent ionic charge of
the analyte. The net charge of biomolecules typically depends on the pH relative to the
isoelectric point of the analyte. To induce controlled adsorption of biomolecules on a
positively charged stationary phase (anion exchange), the pH should be at least 2 pH
units above the isoelectric point. In this thesis, the separation of DNA was carried out at
pH 8 as the pKa of the phosphate groups is approximately 0 rendering DNA negatively
charged [128, 129].
• Ion competition. Ions with a higher affinity to the exchanger compete with analyte ions
for the available binding sites on the stationary phase (displacement chromatography).

Retention and selectivity of the separation depend on the properties of the competing ion and
the stationary phase. The elution strength of the mobile phase is mainly influenced by the charge
(monovalent or divalent), size and polarizibility of the competing ion [123]. Depending on the
extent to which the ionization state of the linked ion on the stationary phase depends on the
pH, resins are typically categorized as strong and weak anion (positive surface charge) or cation
exchangers (negative surface charge). The charge density on strong ion exchangers changes
13
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little over a broad pH range, whereas the capacity and selectivity of weak exchangers are more
sensitive to the pH. Common ion exchange groups include diethylaminoethyl (DEAE, weak
anion exchange), quaternary amine (QA, strong anion exchange), carboxymethyl (CM, weak
cation exchange), and sulfur propyl (SP, strong cation exchange) [117, 118]. Functional groups
are typically bound to silica-based packing materials or polymers: while silica-based exchangers
do not swell or shrink in solvent environments, their general use is limited due to instability
at high pH. Polymer resins such as polystyrene-devinylbenzene (PS/DVB), polymethacrylate
or polyvinylalcohol are common alternatives to silica-based exchangers, offering stability over
a broad range of pH values, but tend to be less suitable for high pressure applications due to
mechanical weakness. As the microfluidic devices presented in this thesis are operated at low
pressures, a PS/DVB resin with QA functional groups was selected.

1.2.2

Hydrodynamic Flow Properties

The performance of a column is influenced by its geometries, packing density and the resulting
hydrodynamic flow properties achieved during operation. All of these influence the resolution of
chromatographic separations by limiting the minimum width of an analyte band. This section
provides an overview of parameters that influence band broadening through effects arising
from flow dynamics. In particular, to characterize the degree of band broadening, the concept
of Height Equivalent of a Theoretical Plate (HETP) is presented, and this metric is used in
Chapter 3 to assess the separation efficiency of microcolumns.
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1.2.2.1

Height Equivalent of a Theoretical Plate

As analytes migrate through the column, several band broadening effects occur that act to
reduce the resolution of the separation. An increase in the width of analyte bands is caused by
longitudinal diffusion, resistance to mass transfer between phases due to finite kinetics of mass
transport, and multiple paths through the resin bed (Section 1.2.2.2).

To characterize the column efficiency, the concept of the Height Equivalent of a Theoretical
Plate (HETP) has been introduced, relating the variance of the band to the distance it has
migrated through the column [130]. This approach considers the column to be divided into
a number of plates N , each with a height HET P , in which the analyte will spend a finite
time. The height of the plate is chosen so that an equilibrium between the two phases can
be established during the analyte’s residence time within the boundaries of a plate. Thus, the
smaller the plate height, the faster the equilibration process and the more plates there will
be in a given column. This treatment assumes a linear adsorption isotherm, i.e. the analyte
concentration in the stationary phase is proportional to the concentration in the mobile phase,
which is typically accurate at low solute concentrations. The HETP is defined as

HET P ≡

dσL2
dσ 2
= t
dL
dtR

(1.1)

where σL2 ,σt2 , L, and tR are the variance of the peak in length and time units, the distance the
band has migrated, and the retention time, respectively. In a uniform bed, the width of the
band increases with the square root of the length it has travelled. The number of theoretical
plates (also “plate count”,”efficiency”) N can be calculated as
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N≡

t2
L
L2
= 2 = R2
HET P
σL
σt

(1.2)

While based on the analysis of a single peak, the efficiency N is a measure of the quality
of the separation. It is often incorrectly used as a measure of column quality: although the
column packing uniformity and density do affect HET P (eddy dispersion), additional band
broadening effects such as longitudinal diffusion and resistance to mass transfer depend on
the interactions of the analyte with the mobile and stationary phases. To make separation
parameters comparable across columns, the concept of reduced parameters has been introduced:
by relating HET P to the resin bead diameter dp , the dimensionless reduced plate height h
becomes

h=

1.2.2.2

HET P
dp

(1.3)

Band Broadening and the van Deemter Equation

Broadening of chromatographic peaks in packed beds is influenced by flow pattern effects,
diffusion processes, and mass transfer phenomena (Figure 3). A number of concepts have been
proposed that describe the effects of these phenomena on the plate height, the most prominent
of which are the van Deemter, Giddings, and Knox equations. The conceptually simplest form,
the van Deemter equation [131], is used in this thesis and will be detailed below followed by a
description of its limitations.

A good measure of peak dispersion is the plate height. The three contributions that cause
band broadening are (A) eddy dispersion, (B) longitudinal diffusion, and (C) resistance to
16
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Figure 3: Schematics showing the three main causes of band broadening: (a) Eddy diffusion due
to non-uniform analyte paths through the column. (b) Longitudinal diffusion causes analyte
bands to spread as they migrate through the resin bed. (c) Resistance to mass transfer due to
finite mass transport kinetics: analytes need to diffuse through the mobile phase, the stagnant
layer, the pore volume and adsorb to and desorb from the particle surface. As these processes are
not instantaneous, analyte molecules that do not complete this cycle together with the majority
of analyte molecules will be retained longer or partition into the mobile phase prematurely,
resulting in peak broadening. Non-porous beads, as used in this thesis, may decrease band
broadening by reducing the effective diffusion length at the expense of sample capacity.

Figure 4: Schematic of the van Deemter plot showing the independent contributions to the
HET P : Eddy dispersion (A) is considered to be independent of the linear flow velocity. The
contribution of longitudinal diffusion (B) is inversely proportional to the velocity, while mass
transfer effects (C) dominate at higher flow velocities.
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mass transport in the mobile and stationary phases, all of which are considered random and
independent (non-interacting) (Figure 4). It follows that the variances, stemming from each of
the three contributions, are additive, forming the van Deemter equation

HET P = HA + HB + HC = A +

where the linear flow velocity is given by u =

L
t0

=

Q
εt A .

B
+ Cu
u

(1.4)

L, t0 , Q, εt , and A refer to the column

length, the migration time of an unretained peak, the volumetric flow rate, the volume fraction
of the column occupied by the mobile phase, and the column cross-section area (not to be
confused with the eddy dispersion coefficient A). In its reduced form v, the linear flow velocity
can also be expressed as v =

udp
DM ,

where dp and DM are the particle diameter and the diffusion

constant of the analyte.

To achieve optimal separation, it is typically desirable either to minimize HET P or to minimize
the time required for separation by using the highest flow rate that will provide a reasonable
low value of HET P . The dependence of the van Deemter equation on resin uniformity and on
the linear flow velocity is examined below. Briefly, the A term is not affected by the linear flow
velocity and accounts for inhomogeneities of the column bed. As the flow velocity increases, the
contribution of the B term (longitudinal diffusion) decreases with the analyte retention time
in the column. At high flow rates, the resistance to mass transfer effects increases, hence, the
flow dependence of the C term.

A Term: Eddy Dispersion As molecules of the analyte migrate through the column taking
different paths, molecules travelling a shorter distance elute earlier than those taking a longer
path (eddy dispersion). Differences in the path length can be attributed to open pathways
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(channelling) or to restricted areas of the column into which analytes can diffuse causing them to
lag behind the zone centre. More importantly, flow along the column wall can differ significantly
from the flow velocity in poorly packed columns [132]. The A term is velocity independent and
a function of particle inhomogeneities such as size and shape. Packed bed inhomogeneities like
the size and distribution of interstices between particles also effect eddy diffusion. It is for this
reason that the packing technique has a significant influence on the A term. Eddy diffusion
effects are proportional to the particle diameter dp and the length of the column L and are
2 = λ d L, thus,
described by σA
i p

HA =

2
σA
= λi dp
L

(1.5)

where the coefficientλi depends on the shape and size distribution of the particles and the
packing density and uniformity. The more uniform the packing and the narrower the particle
size distribution, the smaller is λi .

B Term: Longitudinal Diffusion

The random process of diffusion causes molecules to

diffuse in the direction of the concentration gradient. Relaxation of the gradient, in form of a
Gaussian distribution, causes the variance of the distribution to increase proportionally with
time. While this process is described by the Einstein equation, the presence of the solid particles
diminishes the rate at which diffusion occurs. It follows that

HB =

2
2γDM
σB
=
L
u

(1.6)
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where u =

L
t.

γ, DM and t are the obstruction coefficient, the diffusion coefficient, and

time, respectively. The contribution of longitudinal diffusion to peak broadening is inversely
proportional to the linear velocity: the shorter the residence time of the analyte in the mobile
phase, the smaller the effect of molecular diffusion.

C Term: Resistance to Mass Transfer The overall resistance to mass transfer includes
transfer phenomena in the mobile and stationary phase. Analyte molecules constantly transfer
from the mobile to the stationary phase and back as the analyte migrates down the column.
Analyte molecules diffuse through the mobile phase to the entrance of the pores. As the diffusion
coefficient DM increases with the temperature and is inversely proportional to the viscosity, an
increase in temperature and a low viscosity mobile phase would limit the contribution of the C
term to the HET P . It should also be noted that the diffusion constant decreases inversely with
the physical size of the analytes (hydrodynamic radius), hence, a more pronounce contribution
of the C term at higher flow rates can be expected for larger analytes.

As molecules enter the pores containing the stagnant mobile phase, their diffusion may be
hindered by physical obstruction phenomena if the three-dimensional size of the solute is
comparable to the pore diameter. More importantly, adsorption to and desorption from the
internal pore surface depend on the retention factor k which is detailed in Appendix A. It is
for this reason that the mass transfer term is the smallest for unretained analytes (k = 0). For
k > 1, the term k/(1+k)2 decreases monotonically and it its contribution to HC is limited above
a value of 15.

As these processes do not happen instantaneously, solutes that remained in the mobile phase
continue to migrate while those that diffused into the particle pores lag behind resulting in peak
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broadening. An increase in the flow rate would lead to further mass transport broadening, hence
the dependence of the C term on the linear velocity. The C term is given by [116]

δf2
8
k
HC = 2
u
π (1 + k)2 DM

(1.7)

where δf is the film thickness of the stagnant liquid phase.

Shortcomings of the van Deemter Equation

Due to its simplicity, the van Deemter

Equation is often preferred over alternative more complex concepts such as the Giddings
and Knox Equations.

Despite its theoretical shortcomings, it typically captures observed

hydrodynamic phenomena well up to a reduced velocity of v = 20 corresponding to the range
of interest in practical HPLC.

Shortcoming of the van Deemter Equation have been pointed out by Giddings [133] who
suggested that effects arising from eddy dispersion and mass transfer are not independent,
thus, the variances of the individual contributions cannot be simply add up (Equation 1.4):
it can be argued that the analyte might diffuse across flow paths each of which proceeds at
a different linear velocity. The van Deemter Equation, therefore, overestimates the efficiency
at higher linear velocities. Furthermore, it has been proposed to render the A term velocity
dependent as radial velocity inhomogeneities may contribute to axial dispersion [134].

1.2.2.3

Resolution

In addition to the broadness of the peak as detailed in Sections 1.2.2.1, the separation of peaks
in a chromatogram is determined by the difference in elution times between the centres of
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eluting bands. Different analyte affinities to the column result in different migration speeds,
with the spacing between centres of migrating bands increasing proportionally to the length
that the bands have travelled. Relating the distance between two peaks to the average peak
width, the degree of separation between two peaks is given by [118, 135]

4L
Rs = 1
=
2 (wL,A + wL,B )

tR,B − tR,A
=
1
2 (wt,A + wt,B )

√

N αA,B − 1 kB
4
αA,B kB + 1

(1.8)

where 4L and 4tR = tR,B − tR,A are the distance between peaks in length units and the
difference in retention time, respectively.wL,A , wL,B and wt,A , wt,B denote the width of the two
peaks in length and time units, respectively. For a Gaussian peak, the width may be defined as
4 times the standard deviation σ of the peak. Baseline resolution between two peaks requires
an Rs value of greater than 1.5, i.e. the distance between the peak centres is 6σ. For peaks that
are only separated by 4σ, the resolution Rs becomes 1. The resolution may also be expressed
in terms of column efficiency N , relative retention α =

kB/kA ,

and the retention coefficient of

the second peak kB [136]. A detailed description of the retention coefficient and the relative
retention can be found in Appendix A.

While Equation 1.8 can strictly only be applied to isocratic elution processes, considerations
derived from this equations may be generalized to gradient separations. The resolution may be
maximized by either (a) reducing the peak width which requires an increase in the separation
efficiency N , (b) inducing analyte-specific changes in the interaction, thereby increasing the
relative retention α, or (c) fostering interactions between analytes and the stationary phase,
resulting in an increase in the retention factor k [136]. Contributions to these three factors are
briefly summarized below:
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(a) The number of theoretical plates may be maximized by operating the column at a linear
velocity that corresponds to the minimum of the van Deemter plot (Section 1.2.2.2). As
outlined in Section 1.2.2.2, the plate count N is inversely proportional to the Height
Equivalent of a Theoretical Plate (HET P ). A linear velocity at which the combined
effect of longitudinal diffusion and resistance to mass transfer is minimal would therefore
optimize the HET P . In this thesis, optimized flow conditions are determined using
a fluorescently labelled single-stranded DNA 50mer (Chapter 3). Gradient separations
presented in Chapter 4 draw on these optimized flow rates.
A further reduction in HET P can be achieved by reducing the injection amount and its
concentration, as local column overload at the front of the column may result in an inferior
peak shape (Section 1.2.2.4) and width. Following loading of the analyte, it should be
spatially concentrated at the front of the column in the tightest band possible. To avoid
effects arising from column overload, sample concentrations in this thesis are in the low
ng/µl range which is two to three orders of magnitude below the concentration at which
overload could potentially occur.
Furthermore, a minimal interstitial column volume is critical in achieving the highest
possible column efficiency. Voids or large column interstices result in column performance
deterioration due to eddy dispersion and poor mass transfer in the mobile phase. To
minimize defects that occur during column packing, a novel column geometry is presented
in Section 3.4.1, allowing for the parallel packing of multiple microcolumns with high
yield. Interstices may be further reduced by packing the column with smaller resin beads.
However, the column backpressure 4p scales with 1/d2p , where dp is the particle diameter.
This limits the smallest particle diameter that can be used in systems that are constrained
by operating pressure. For example, 5µm resin beads are used in all experiments presented
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in this thesis, providing sufficient resolution within the pressure limits of MSL-based
microfluidic devices (30psi, 207kPa).
As the total variance of an analyte band can be considered to be the sum of the variances
arising from intra and extra-column effects, the dead volume of injectors and detectors
should be as small as possible [137]. For this reason, valves have been implemented in
close proximity to the microcolumn inlet, reducing the dead volume to less than 0.5% of
the column volume. The detector volume has been designed to be less than 1% of the
eluent peak volume. With a data acquisition rate of 2Hz to 3Hz, this should provide
ample sampling resolution.
As the plate count N is proportional to the column length (Equation 1.2), it follows that
the resolution scales with the square root of the length of the column. It should be noted,
however, that the column backpressure (Equation 1.13) and the analysis time ta are both
proportional to the column length L, as

ta =

L
LεA
(kl + 1) =
(kl + 1)
u
Q

(1.9)

where u, kl , ε, A, and Q are the linear velocity, the retention factor of the last peak, the
interstitial porosity, the column cross section, and the volumetric flow rate, respectively.
The microfluidic devices presented in this thesis feature 2cm-long separation columns
with a optimum flow rate corresponding to a backpressure of 8psi (55kPa). As this is well
within the pressure range of microfluidic devices, it should thus be possible to integrate
microcolumns that are approximately 4 times longer for applications that require a higher
resolution.
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Further improvements in column efficiency may be achievable through an increase in
operating temperature to enable faster kinetics [138], reducing the effect of the C term
in the van Deemter equation. In addition, the column could be operated at a lower
backpressure due to a decrease in the eluent viscosity. For example, the viscosity of
a 25% ACN/water mixture, decreases by approximately 80% when the temperature is
increased from 25°C to 150°C [139]. Limited degradation of PDMS occurs up to 200°C,
making it amenable to elevated operating temperatures. Other practical considerations,
such as sample or resin degradation, may limit the useful temperature range.
(b) The resolution of chromatographic separations may also be improved by differentially
changing the retention factors kA and kB to increase the relative retention α = kB/kA . This
may be achieved by adjusting the eluent pH to exploit differences in the analytes’ affinity
to the stationary phase. Furthermore, the extent to which the eluent ion is able to displace
the competing analyte ion from the stationary phase may be modified by optimizing the
size, charge, or degree of hydration of the eluent ion or its concentration. Decreasing the
operating temperature may also prove beneficial as this would foster interactions between
the analytes and the stationary phase, resulting in higher selectivity and higher relative
retention. A decrease in temperature, however, would also reduce the column efficiency
N as the resistance to mass transfer increases.
(c) In addition to analyte-specific modifications as described above, a general increase in
retention may be exploited to increase the separation resolution. The retention factor
kB is inversely proportional to the phase ratio, i.e. the ratio of the volume of mobile
phase in the column to the volume of stationary phase, and proportional to the equilibrium
constant K (Appendix A). Thus, kB depends on the column packing density, the operating
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temperature, and on the chemical properties of the mobile phase (e.g. the pH, ionic
strength, hydrophobicity, concentration) and stationary phase (e.g. hydrophobicity, ion
exchange capacity).

1.2.2.4

Peak Asymmetry

An additional practical measure of the separation quality is the peak asymmetry. While a
number of different methods have been proposed to determine the peak asymmetry, in this
thesis the asymmetry factor refers to

A10% =

4tt,10%
4tf,10%

(1.10)

where A10% , 4tt,10% , and 4tf,10% denote the asymmetry factor at 10% peak height, the tailing
and frontal width of the peak, respectively. While peak fronting can be observed in some
instances, peak tailing is the prevalent type of peak asymmetry and can be caused by a number
of effects:

1. Extra-column band broadening.

If peaks are tailing more in the early part of the

chromatogram, extra-column effects may be responsible. The influence of extra-column
effects is typically less pronounced in the later part of the chromatogram as the peaks
become wider. Band spreading can be caused by connection tubing, injectors, or - in case
of microfluidics - by upstream channel dead volume and bypass channels.
2. Detector time constant. A large detector time constant has a similar effect; peaks in the
early part of the chromatogram typically show more tailing.
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3. Deterioration of the packed bed. If the degree of tailing can be observed across the
chromatogram, the packed bed may be damaged, partly clogged, or contaminated by
particles or adsorption of species with a very high column affinity.
4. Inhomogeneous binding sides. If the analytes that show tailing are chemically similar, it
may be possible that these analytes interact with energetically non-uniform surfaces [140].
For example, strong bases may interact with the bonded phase of reverse-phase packings
as well as with residual silanol groups on the surface of the packing.
5. Column overload.

The Langmuir isotherm deviates from the idealized distribution

isotherm at high analyte concentrations. Thus, the stationary phase can be saturated
with the analyte. Any further increase of the analyte in the mobile phase has little effect
on the concentration in the immobile phase, i.e. the column has been overloaded.
6. Resistance to mass transfer. Slow mass transfer kinetics typically result in broad and
unsymmetrical peaks as the equilibrium stage between the mobile and stationary phase
is reached slowly.

1.2.2.5

Permeability, Darcy’s Law

The fluidic impedance of the chromatography resin causes an impediment to the flow of the
mobile phase through the column. It is thus of importance to estimate the column backpressure
that can be expected at a given flow rate, both for column design purposes and to identify partial
column clogging. To maintain a constant linear flow velocity of the mobile phase, a pressure
drop across the column must be sustained. This backpressure can be derived from the specific
permeability B0 of a chromatography column [118]:
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B0 =

QηL
A∆p

(1.11)

where Q, η, L, A, and ∆p represent the flow rate, the fluid viscosity, the column length,
the cross section area of the resin bed, and the pressure drop, respectively. This equation,
commonly known as Darcy’s Law, assumes a proportional relationship between the pressure
drop ∆p and the volumetric flow rate Q and is, thus, valid for laminar Newtonian fluid flow
with incompressible mobile and stationary phases.

The Kozeny-Carman Equation [141,142] relates the interstitial porosity ε =

VM
VS

and the particle

diameter dp to the specific permeability

B0 =

1
ε3
d2
185 (1 − ε)2 p

(1.12)

where VM and VS refer to the volume of the mobile and the stationary phase, respectively.
Combining Equations 1.11 and 1.12 the backpressure of the column can be calculated as

∆p = 185

QηL (1 − ε)2 1
A
ε3
d2p

(1.13)

Microfluidic devices made by Multilayer Soft Lithography are limited to operating pressures
below 50psi (345kPa).

Reliable fluid flow control requires a differential pressure of

approximately 20psi (138kPa) between control and flow channels.

Thus, the maximum

backpressure that can be maintained in such flow channels is 30psi (207kPa), corresponding to
a maximum flow rate of 300nL/min for a column length L = 0.02m, a viscosity η = 0.001Pa·s,
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a cross section area of A = 2 · 10−8 m2 , an interstitial porosity ε = 0.4, and a particle diameter
dp = 5µm.

In this thesis, a numerical time difference model is presented (Chapter 3) which is based on the
analysis of fluidic impedance networks. This requires the column backpressure to be converted
to the fluidic impedance Rcol where

Rcol =

1.3

∆p
ηL (1 − ε)2 1
= 185
Q
A
ε3
d2p

(1.14)

Miniaturization and Integration of Liquid
Chromatography

1.3.1

Motivation

The miniaturization of chromatographic systems on microdevices has the potential both
to enhance separation performance and to facilitate more sophisticated multi-step analysis
methods. Fundamental improvements in separation performance arise from the small volume
and length scales of microfluidic systems. By integrating injectors, separation channels, and
the detector volume in close proximity, dead-volume effects can be reduced. In addition,
the injection of minute volumes in the picolitre to nanolitre range can greatly reduce band
broadening effects, contributing to a gain in separation efficiency.

Microfabrication is in

principle ideally suited for the integration of parallel separation units as well as the in-line
integration of additional components on the same device [143, 144], including incubation or
reaction chambers (e.g. for on-chip polymerase chain reactions, gene synthesis, or cell signalling),
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elements for sample preparation and processing (e.g. filters or guard columns), or detector units
(e.g. by means of electrical readout or optical fibres). The potential for mass production of
inexpensive devices also offers the prospect of disposable microdevice separation units which
could be used in a much broader range of applications than is currently addressed by existing
instrumentation.

Molecular separations are an essential step in many biological or biochemical analyses that
would be desirable to integrate on a lab-on-a-chip format. Due to its maturity, flexibility and
resolution, liquid chromatography is ubiquitous for the separation of biomolecules [145]. The
integration of chromatographic separation capabilities is of particular interest for analytical or
preparative separations that require the handling of small liquid volumes, parallel processing,
or a high degree of automation. For example, library preparation for next-generation DNA
sequencing could greatly benefit from the integration of sample preparation steps including size
selection. On-chip chromatography would be ideally suited for purification steps in chemical
synthesis applications, offering an attractive platform for high-throughput combinatorial
approaches [102, 146–148]. Further innovative applications such as quantitative sequencing
[149], single cell analysis [31], novel mass spectrometry interfaces [150, 151] and new tools for
diagnostics [152–154] could be enabled. On an industrial level, integrated chromatographic
separation would be a welcome asset in various drug discovery and development stages
[144,155], including target identification [144,156–159], library generation via chemical synthesis
[103, 147, 148, 160–163] or directed evolution studies [164–167]. Miniaturized process design
techniques would allow for a more systematic exploration of separation conditions [168,169], an
important and often time consuming process in industrial bioprocessing.
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1.3.2

From Miniaturization to Integration

The potential of small diameter columns has been recognized since 1957 when Golay and coworkers introduced capillary columns to the field of gas chromatography [170, 171]. Inspired
by this concept, Giddings [133] and Horvath [172] extended the use of capillary columns to
liquid chromatography, offering the benefit of reduced sample dilution and, thus, lower limits
of detection while simultaneously minimizing reagent consumption. This generated consistent
improvements to the separation efficiency, fostering widespread acceptance of microcapillaries
in the field of open-tubular and packed column liquid chromatography [173–176]. Another
milestone was reached at the beginning of the 1980s when electrophoretic separations were
successfully carried out in capillaries with a diameter of less than 100µm [177, 178].

While, in retrospect, extending miniaturization efforts from microcapillaries to microdevices
may seem natural, the first attempts to integrate gas chromatography columns on a silicon
wafer found little recognition [65]. Only in 1990, fuelled by developments in the integrated
circuit industry and advances in the field of Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS), the
concept of Micro Total Analysis Systems (µTAS) was proposed by Manz et al. [64], popularizing
the integration of sample handling capabilities, separation and detection on microdevices.

In the following years, this sparked the development of a number of integrated separation
approaches including electrophoresis, micellar electrokinetic chromatography, isoelectric
focusing, and isotachophoresis.

In particular, electrokinetic separation mechanisms on

microdevices have been studied extensively largely due to their relative ease of integration and
are treated in numerous reviews, e.g. [42, 179–185]. Through this sustained development, onchip electrophoresis has become an accepted laboratory tool for the routine analysis of proteins
and nucleic acids and has found broad commercial success in instruments such as the 2100
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Bioanalyzer (Agilent) [186, 187]. Electrophoretic approaches, however, are largely limited to
the separation of analytes that differ in their electrophoretic mobility. In addition, technical
challenges inherent to this method make it difficult to adapt for preparative separations.

The success and limitations of microfluidic electrophoretic separations have stimulated further
research into the development of integrated solid-phase chromatography methods. Drawing
on the expertise accumulated over almost a century, solid-phase chromatography, whereby a
sample interacts with a column of chemically functionalized resin, is the mainstay of preparative
biochemical separations and benefits from highly optimized resin technologies that are suitable
for many chromatography modalities.

Despite the importance of this method, the implementation of microfluidic solid-phase
chromatography, particularly in a multiplexed format, has been stymied by technical challenges
in achieving reliable and high-quality column packing [188]. The formation of high-quality
microfluidic separation columns therefore remains a critical milestone in the development of
fully integrated liquid chromatography on-chip [189]. Chapter 3 of this thesis addresses these
challenges by highlighting a column packing technique that allows for the reliable and rapid
injection of bead based separation resins into poly(dimethylsiloxane) based microfluidic devices.

1.3.3

1.3.3.1

State-of-the-Art of Integrated Liquid Chromatography

Integration of Solid-Phase Resins

Despite the wide-spread interest in developing integrated microfluidic liquid chromatography
platforms, integration efforts have achieved only limited success [188,189]. The implementation
of void-free microcolumns, offering the required plate numbers and elution peak symmetry,
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is non-trivial: on-chip mechanisms for reliable resin retention and high flow rates during
the packing process are required to achieve uniform and reproducible packing densities while
preventing bead settling and channel clogging.

To date, integrated column packing approaches have relied exclusively on column configurations
resembling capillary columns with a single inlet and a bead retention mechanism at the column
outlet. These columns are packed by preparing a suspension of chromatography beads in
an appropriate solvent and then injecting this slurry into the column. The most prominent
approach to retain particles on microdevices is based on microfabricated weirs that are located
at one end of the column: weirs may consist of an array of closely spaced barriers [190] or parallel
channels with one of the channel dimensions smaller than the diameter of the resin particle [81].
This allows for the buffer to exit the microchannel while beads are retained. Alternatively, resin
retention can be achieved by exploiting the keystone effect by which the density of particle
increases at a constriction resulting in particle aggregation and, thus, retention of subsequent
particles [191–193].

Due to the low yield in column packing, the integration of bead-based resin columns on
microdevices has been largely restricted to single columns in materials with a high Young’s
Modulus such as quartz [194], glass [195–197], polystyrene [71], parylene [198] or polyimide
[79–81]. The coupling of microcolumns with ESI (electrospray ionization) mass spectrometry
has been of particular interest due to the lack of dispersive elements such as connectors and
tubing [73, 199–202] and has been commercialized by Agilent [203].

Parallelization efforts have largely focused on capillary systems [204–206], micropipette
chromatography tips [207, 208] and miniature packed columns, interfacing with liquid handling
robots [209–211]. The level of parallelization was advanced by Nanostream Inc. (CA, USA)
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with the introduction of the Veloce µPLC. This system featured 24 parallel microcolumns
integrated on a disposable polymer cartridge, but lacked integrated functionality for sample
processing. It has been reported that the system suffered from multiple drawbacks such as long
gradient dwell times, poor peak shapes, and resin and mobile phase limitations [206] and has
been discontinued. Thus, despite considerable effort in the production of integrated microfluidic
chromatography systems [207,212–220], this has not resulted in any widely accepted commercial
products.

In addition to the difficulties in packing microcolumns with high yield, previous packing
strategies require elevated pressures and hence are restricted to materials with a high Young’s
Modulus. These are not easily amenable to microvalve integration [195]. As a result, the
implementation of multistep processes and flow control needed for separation have remained
challenging, including sample injection, gradient formation, and sample recovery.

Various valve-free implementations of sample loading and flow control have been explored,
including devices requiring external pumps [79–81], electrokinetic flow [84] or on-chip sample
plug injection [195, 221, 222]. Similarly, methods for on-chip gradient generation have been
limited to electrolytic approaches [85], electroosmotic pumping [223] or gradient profiles that
are defined by permanent microstructures and, thus, cannot be adapted to specific separation
protocols [224]. The recovery of eluted sample fractions from microcolumns for the purpose
of further on-chip processing or off-chip analysis has also been challenging without valves:
sample fractions need to be handled in a continuous manner as they exit the column. This
may be generally acceptable in the case of ESI mass spectrometry interfaces as the eluent can
be continuously sampled by the mass spectrometer. It represents, however, a major obstacle
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if individual fractions need to be recovered with low dilution and requires robotic spotting
capabilities to spatially separate eluted fractions [225].

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) has emerged as a cost-effective material for microfluidic
prototyping applications and provides high potential for process integration and functionality
using microvalve technology (Section 1.1.3). However, the high pressures needed for reliable
column packing, typically in excess of 1000psi [79], are not possible in such “soft” polymeric
devices as their operating pressure is limited to below ~50psi (345kPa) due to limited mechanical
strength [72,94]. For reasons of limited column yield and low operating pressures, the integration
of chromatography columns on PDMS-based devices has been restricted to single column
geometries with poor separation efficiencies [102, 191–193, 196].

1.3.3.2

Alternative Stationary Phases in Microdevices

To circumvent the challenges arising from injecting and retaining resin beads in microfluidic
devices, the following alternative column integration concepts have been proposed: (a) open
channel chromatography with functionalized channel walls; (b) microfabricated pillar arrays
providing additional surface area for analyte interactions; (c) monolithic structures that are
introduced as liquids into the microdevice and then cured on-chip.

Open-Channel Chromatography Open-channel chromatography is the simplest way to
achieve separation on microdevices: the column walls of the microdevice are chemically
modified or derivatized to retain the analyte.

Modifications of the channel walls include

grafting techniques for polymers [226], sol-gel approaches [124,227], and nanoparticle deposition
processes [228]. A relatively low flow impedance, its ease of integration, and a fast separation
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performance make open-channel chromatography attractive to the integration on microdevices.
Under appropriate operating conditions, open-channel separations can achieve high efficiencies
that are comparable to zone electrophoresis. Small channel dimensions (typically less than
20µm) are required to counteract limited mass transfer. The main disadvantages of openchannel chromatography, however, are the limited loading capacity of the stationary phase,
due to the reduced surface area that is available for analyte interactions, and complications
in obtaining uniform surface properties in microdevices.

For this reason open-channel

chromatography has been largely restricted to select analytical applications requiring sensitive
detection methods [189].

Microfabricated

Pillar

Array To

further

increase

the

available

surface

area,

microfabrication techniques including Deep Reactive Ion Etching, PDMS moulding and
nanoimprinting in cyclic olefin copolymers (COC) have been employed to realize micrometresize or sub-micrometre-size pillar arrays. These arrays typically comprise posts with identical
size, shape, and spacing and are equally distributed over the area of a larger channel mimicking a
perfectly ordered column packing [229–235]. Under optimized conditions, separation efficiencies
obtained from ordered pillars may be superior to randomly packed columns [236]. As the dead
volume between posts fosters sample dispersion, thus, deteriorating column performance, tight
interstices between pillars are required. A minimum distance between pillars as low as 1µm
has been demonstrated, mainly limited by the resolution that can be achieved using UV or
Deep UV Lithography [237]. The functionalization of such surfaces, however, has proven to be
challenging [232, 238].

To avoid post-fabrication surface modifications, the bulk material of the device may be
used as the stationary phase: for example, cyclic olefin copolymers have recently gained
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popularity as they may allow reverse-phase separations and appear to be well suited for
electrochromatography purposes [77, 78].

To further increase the available surface area,

mesoporous approaches have been proposed in which the surface of the bulk material is etched
to produce a porous layer with a thickness of some 100nm, thus, mimicking core shell particles
[239,240]. Under optimized conditions this may offer a 200-fold increase in the exchange surface
area [239].

More recently, carbon nanotubes (CNT) have been grown successfully on pillars. Using either
native or functionalized CNTs, separation processes could benefit from exceptionally low band
broadening which are likely due to low dispersion effects observed in nanotube environments
[241, 242]. The use of CNTs as stationary phase, however, is still exploratory and is an area
of active research. Despite promising developments in this field, the main disadvantages of
open-channel and pillar array stationary phases, namely the very limited sample capacity
and challenges in tightly controlling surface properties, remain. Further development will be
required before microfabricated stationary phases become more widely accepted in the research
community.

Monolithic Phases Since their inception in the 1990s, in-situ generated monolithic phases
have been studied extensively as stationary phases in fused-silica capillaries [243–245] and more
recently in glass and polymer microdevices. The two most common types of monoliths are
polymer-based, e.g. acrylates, or silica monoliths typically based on sol-gel reactions of an
alkoxysilane solution. The synthesis of polymeric monolithic phases typically involves the
polymerization of monomers in the presence of a porogen with the aim of creating a porous
monolithic structure containing large through-pores to facilitate flow and smaller pores for
retention. Chemical moieties that will form interaction sites with the analyte can either be
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part of the prepolymer composition or can be added in situ by functionalization of the support
structure.

Monolithic phases offer the advantage of facile resin loading, as the prepolymerized (liquid)
composition or sol-gel can be injected into the microdevice followed by photo or thermallyinduced polymerization processes. Compared to bead based resins, optimized monoliths have
been shown to have a higher permeability allowing them to be run at lower pressure without
sacrificing loadability [245–249].

Although monolith production in glass capillaries has been reasonably well characterized
[250–254], the synthesis of monoliths in PDMS-based microdevices has proven to be challenging
due to the absorption of monomers and porogen into the PDMS bulk material. As a workaround, PDMS channel walls may first be coated with an acrylate polymer which limits
adsorption while facilitating subsequent photo-polymerization [255, 256].

Other polymeric

materials like polyimide have been shown to be more easily amenable to in situ polymerization
of monolithic materials, mainly due to their chemical inertness and denser molecular structure.
While offering good thermal and mechanical properties, the transparency of polyimide
microdevices is limited, making it less attractive in prototyping applications where on-chip
visualization is often desirable.

Most recently, cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) microfluidic devices containing monolithic
structures have gained popularity:

in addition to the benefits obtained from polyimide

materials, COC is easy to micro-machine and offers excellent transparency over a wide range
of wavelengths, making it well suited for UV-initiated synthesis of organic monoliths. Using
this method, pressure-driven reverse phase chromatographic separation of proteins [257, 258]
and electrochromatographic separation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [76] have been
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demonstrated. Separation channels of up to 15cm in length have been synthesised that can
withstand pressures of up to 5800psi (40MPa) [259].

Finally, as an alternative to polymeric stationary phases, silica monoliths show better chemical
inertness and very limited swelling in the presence of organic solvents, but present fabrication
challenges, including the requirement for elevated temperatures to anneal and difficulties in
confining the separation channel before curing [222, 260].

Despite all the progress made in the development of novel monolithic phases, a high degree of
batch-to-batch reproducibility remains challenging and physical defects, such as voids between
the monolith and channel walls, can result in pronounced eddy dispersion [261].

Thus,

although in situ synthesis of monoliths offers practical advantages for microfluidic integration,
this approach remains in development and considerable progress is required to match the
performance and flexibility of commercially available bead-based separation resins.

To take advantage of these highly optimized resin technologies, a novel column geometry is
presented in this thesis that allows for the parallel packing of high-quality microfluidic separation
columns with solid-phase resins. Packing is achieved within minutes and with exceptional yield
and reproducibility (Chapter 3 and reference [262]). This low-pressure packing method is
compatible with Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) microfluidic devices (Section 1.1.3). MSLbased fluidics enable the integration of all elements required for chromatographic separation,
including resin loading, column packing, sample injection, programmable gradient generation,
parallel sample separation, and automated fraction recovery with high precision and yield.
These fluid capabilities are highlighted in genomics applications by performing a variety of
on-chip nucleic acid separations using strong anion exchange (AEX) chromatography.
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1.4

Statement of Research

This thesis seeks to advance microfabrication methods for microfluidic devices made by
Multilayer Soft Lithography and highlights these advancements in the on-chip integration
of parallel liquid chromatography. Innovative engineering solutions have been developed to
expand the range of applications that can be addressed on MSL-based devices by enabling two
fundamental capabilities: the high-density three-dimensional routing of microfluidic channels,
and the robust integration of solid-phase columns for on-chip separations. Specific research
goals of this work include:

1. The design and development of a laser ablation method and associated instrument for
waferscale laser micromachining of elastomeric microdevices created by Multilayer Soft
Lithography (Chapter 2) to enable the fabrication of topologically complex microfluidic
circuits that are not possible using standard MSL protocols
2. The design and development of a novel column packing technique for the
robust integration of high-quality chromatography columns in poly(dimethylsiloxane)
microfluidic devices (Chapter 3)
3. The combination of three-dimensional channel routing and column integration to achieve
a fully integrated microfluidic chromatography system (Chapter 4) capable of automated
sample loading onto an array of microcolumns, followed by programmed gradient
production and sample fraction collection. This system is demonstrated in the separation
of nucleic acids using strong-anion exchange chromatography, a capability that should
find immediate application in on-chip sequencing library construction.
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Chapter 2

Three-Dimensional Large-Scale
Microfluidic Integration by Laser
Ablation of Interlayer Connections
Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) is a robust and mature fabrication technique for the rapid
prototyping of microfluidic circuits having thousands of integrated valves. Despite the success
and wide application of this method, it is fundamentally a planar fabrication technique which
imposes serious design constraints on channel routing, feature density, and fluid handling
complexity. In this chapter, methods and related instrumentation are presented to remove
these limitations by combining the advantages of MSL processing with laser micromachining
using a CO2 laser ablation system.
This system is applied to both the dense integration of layer-layer interconnects and the direct
writing of microchannels. Real-time image recognition and computer control allow for robust
wafer-scale registration of laser ablation features with moulded channel structures. Ablation
rates of up to 8Hz are achieved with positional accuracy of 20µm independent of mechanical
distortions in the elastomer substrate. The marriage of laser micromachining with MSL-based
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valve integration allows for high-yield fabrication of topologically complex microfluidic circuits
having thousands of layer-layer interconnects and integrated valves.

Alternative methods for the fabrication of interlayer connections in poly(dimethylsiloxane)based devices are first reviewed in Section 2.1. The developed set-up is then described in detail
in Section 2.2.1, including beam delivery optics and mathematical algorithms to compensate for
mechanical device distortions. The response and reproducibility of the laser ablation process is
characterized by repeated measurements of the depth and width of ablation sites as a function
of laser power and pulse width (Section 2.3.1). Following parameter screening, the use of
the ablation system is highlighted in the fabrication of topologically complex fluidic networks
(Section 2.3.2) as well as in the alignment-free ablation of in-plane fluidic channels (Section
2.3.3). Finally, these capabilities are demonstrated in the design and fabrication of a multilaminate micromixer (Section 2.3.4), a variation of which is incorporated in the device design
presented in Chapter 4.

2.1

Introduction

The hallmark of a versatile and robust technology is rapid advancement and broad applicability.
Over the past 10 years this has been the case for Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) (Section
1.1.3).

Despite the broad impact of this technique, it is constrained as a fundamentally

two-dimensional fabrication process. Devices are made by the consecutive replica moulding
and bonding of elastomer layers from micromachined masters fabricated by conventional
photolithography on silicon wafer substrates. This moulding process, used to make each layer,
results in complete covering of features on the wafer. This imposes the constraint that all
connected features lie in a single plane, and are separated from adjacent layers by a continuous
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membrane of PDMS that is typically 3µm to 30µm in thickness. This means that channels
cannot leave their respective layers and two channels within the same layer cannot cross
without mixing. More demanding microfluidic applications require connectivity of control and
flow channels that are not accommodated by such planar architectures. Although proprietary
processes have addressed this constraint in industrial settings [263], similar capabilities remain
absent in academic research.

Analogous to modern semiconductor electronics, interlayer

connections or “vias” are needed to remove this restriction and enhance the flexibility and
power of the MSL fabrication process.

A variety of fabrication methods for routing of three-dimensional channels in PDMS microfluidic
devices have been proposed. One approach is based on the moulding and transfer of thin
elastomer membranes with through-holes moulded using clamping mechanisms to extrude
uncured polymer from via locations [264, 265]. Other methods have been demonstrated that
rely on the selective rupture of membranes using an intermediate transfer step or the use of
sacrificial photoresist layers that are removed after PDMS polymerization [266, 267]. More
recently a simple method that is compatible with the MSL process was described by Kartalov
et al. [268]. This approach is based on the use of multilevel moulds having raised posts at via
locations. The spinning of a PDMS membrane which is substantially thinner than the height
of these features was used to create through-holes in a membrane that could subsequently be
transferred to a thick PDMS slab with moulded channels.

In the Hansen lab, this technique has been evaluated and was used to successfully fabricate
micro-coil structures having tightly spaced vias [269]. However, it was found to be a sensitive
process that requires careful optimization of via height and membrane thickness. Moreover,
surface tension effects, as well as film formation during spinning of PDMS material, result in
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membrane thicknesses that can vary significantly across a device depending on the height and
density of vias and the surrounding photoresist features. For example, membrane thickness
measurements of the device depicted in Figure 11 show that thicknesses vary from 6µm at
the chip periphery to 15µm in the centre. These thickness variations also create difficulties in
the subsequent bonding steps, and the incomplete removal of PDMS over some posts, which
together result in poor device yield.

Thus, while the above-mentioned approaches are elegant and have been useful for creating
a relatively small number of vias in well-controlled geometries or at low density, they are
not sufficiently robust to create thousands of vias on a single device with high yield. As a
consequence of the sensitivity and constraints of previously reported processes for making vias,
their application has found limited use beyond the primary reports. By comparison, the MSL
process allows for the routine and defect-free fabrication of devices having thousands of valves
per square centimetre [58]. The utility of a via fabrication method that is compatible with MSL
therefore depends on matching this yield.

An alternative to the above-mentioned moulding techniques for via fabrication is the
“subtractive” machining of pre-cured PDMS features using laser ablation. Micromachining
by laser ablation is a well-established microfabrication technique that has proven reliable in a
broad array of applications including channel ablation of microfluidic devices [270], polymer
surface enhancement [271], microwelding [272], and microcutting [273]. Ablation of PDMS
has previously been demonstrated using lasers emitting in the ultraviolet or infrared spectrum.
Their use, however, was limited to the ablation of features that either did not require active
registration of the device [274–276] or registration was performed manually [277].
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The work presented in this chapter builds on these proof-of-principal demonstrations to
describe methods and related instrumentation for high-yield wafer-scale laser micromachining
of elastomeric microdevices created by MSL. From an engineering design perspective, there are
three primary challenges in developing a laser micromachining method and instrument for via
fabrication in MSL devices: achieving registration of laser ablation with pre-moulded device
features even in the presence of large mechanical distortions; maintaining moulded PDMS
devices, which may have a wedge shape, within the focal plane of the laser; and achieving
ablation rates sufficient for the accurate and error-free fabrication of several thousand vias per
run. An instrument that solves these problems was designed and fabricated as described below.

Real-time imaging of the ablation process and automatic chip registration is used for the creation
of vias at a frequency of 8Hz and the direct-writing of microchannels at a speed of 30mm/s. When
combined with replica moulding, this capability achieves new levels of fluid handling complexity
and functionality, allowing for highly integrated and topologically complex microfluidic circuits.
The performance of the laser ablation system is characterized and its use is demonstrated in
the fabrication of topologically complex device architectures that cannot be made by previously
reported methods. Finally, the combination of MSL-based valves with interlayer connections
is highlighted by fabricating a sub-millisecond flow-through mixer that operates at volumetric
flow rates up to 1mL/min.
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Figure 5: Schematics and photographs of the laser ablation set-up: (a) A set of mirrors directs
the laser beam to the substrate. Passing a Kepler beam expander (L1 and L2 , f1 = 50mm,
f1 = 125mm) the laser beam is focused on the microfluidic device with lens L3 (f3 = 50mm).
Real time monitoring is made possible by superimposing the optical axis of a long working
distance camera system (InfiniTube, Edmund Optics Inc., NJ) with the laser beam path. (b)
The chip mount accommodates any device size and thickness from nearly 0 to 10mm as well
as microfluidic chips with non-uniform thicknesses. Two precision machined sliding horizontal
bars are positioned in the focal plane. The device is placed on a blank silicon wafer and pushed
against these bars using a spring levelled plate to compensate for variations in chip thickness.
(c) Photograph of the front of the laser ablation set-up. The door to the ablation enclosure
is open with the loading stage extended. (d) Close-up photograph of the chip mount with the
stages extended for device loading.

Figure 6: (a) Schematic of the lens assembly consisting of a Kepler beam expander (L1 and L2 )
and a focusing lens, (L3 ). (b) Schematic of beam waist following focusing with lens L3 .
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2.2

2.2.1

Materials and Methods

Process Flow and Architecture

A simple and relatively inexpensive instrument for precision laser ablation of features in prefabricated elastomer devices was designed and built. The laser ablation system consists of a CO2
laser source, beam forming and delivery optics, an imaging system with autofocus capabilities,
and an xy-translation stage (MX80L, Parker Hannifin Corp., CA) equipped with a customized
chip carrier (Figure 5). A 25W CO2 gas laser (J48, Synrad, WA) with an emission wavelength
of 10.6µm - a wavelength at which PDMS is strongly absorbing - was selected as a versatile and
inexpensive alternative to UV or VIS laser systems that operate at comparable power ratings.
High power lasers at this wavelength require the use of optics with a low absorptivity, such as
ZnSe-based lenses, to minimize thermal damage to the lenses [278] and losses due to absorption.
The beam shaping optics were comprised of three lenses, namely L1 and L2 which were used
in a Kepler beam expander configuration, and L3 , the focusing lens. The focal lengths were
f1 = 50mm, f2 = 125mm, and f3 = 50mm, respectively.
To achieve efficient ablation of fine structures, the smallest possible laser beam diameter on the
substrate is required. The diameter1 of the beam df on the device surface is given by [278]

df ≈

4 f3
λ
π d3

(2.1)

where λ, f3 , and d3 are the wavelength, the focal length lens L3 , and the diameter of the laser
beam at the first lens surface of L3 , respectively. While a short focal length f3 would result in
1
The commonly adopted definition is the beam diameter at which the intensity has decreased to 1/e2 (13.5%)
of its axial value.
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a smaller focal spot diameter df , it also reduces the focal depth b (Equation 2.3) and, hence,
requires more stringent positioning of the workpiece.

Equation 2.1 further illustrates that the focal spot diameter is inversely proportional to the
diameter of the laser beam at lens L3 . Expanding the beam prior to lens L3 , thus, reduces the
beam diameter on the workpiece. This can be achieved using a beam expander as shown in
Figure 6a. In the Kepler configuration, a real intermediate focus is located between the two
0

positive lenses with the two lenses separated by the sum of their focal lengths, f1 and f2 . The
beam diameter at the exit of the beam expander is

d3 = d1

f2
f1

(2.2)

where d1 is the collimated beam diameter as provided by the laser. For a laser beam diameter
d1 = 4mm, this results in a focal spot diameter of df ≈ 67µm.
Accurate ablation requires the workpiece to be positioned within the Rayleigh range2 zR of the
focused laser beam (Figure 6b). The focal depth b is given by [278]

b = 2zR =

where w0 =

df
2

2π · w02
λ

(2.3)

denotes the radius of the beam waist, thus, b = 665µm.

The pre-assembled microfluidic chip is held face-up in a custom chip holder mounted on the
translation system. To ensure accurate ablation, the chip holder is designed to compensate
for uneven device thickness, holding the entire elastomer surface within 100µm (~15% of focal
2

The Rayleigh range is defined as the distance over which the beam radius spreads by a factor of

√

2
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depth) of the focal plane (Figure 5b). Reliable via formation requires drilling with positional
accuracy, relative to moulded device feature locations, of better than 20µm across a 4” wafer.
Due to the compliance of PDMS, mechanical strain, caused by manual alignment of multiple
layers and the transfer of the unsupported device to the chip holder, typically results in feature
translations of several hundred micrometres to millimetres over the area of a wafer. Rather
than attempting to eliminate this distortion, a system for active registration of interlayer
connections was implemented using a grid of lithographically defined reference points (fiducials).
Image recognition (IMAQ, National Instruments, TX) of fiducials is performed to detect the
orientation and local deformation of the device.

To ensure robust detection of fiducials, an autofocus step is performed by collecting a stack of
images at 1µm increments and selecting the image having the smallest pixel intensity variance.
Following identification of all fiducials the exact coordinates of via locations are calculated using
local affine transformations [279] and Delaunay triangulation [280] with fiducials as vertices
(Section 2.2.2). The translation stage then moves to each ablation or channel writing location
for delivery of the programmed laser pulse. Custom software developed in Labview (National
Instruments, TX) is used to automate the operation of the laser and translation systems, as
well as for image recognition, autofocus, and distortion correction. A flow chart of the ablation
process is shown in Figure 7.

2.2.2

Local Deformation Correction

As previously mentioned, mechanical strain induced during fabrication and chip mounting may
result in device distortions. Algorithms have been developed that extract coordinates from the
device drawing and transform these coordinates to match the deformation of the device. In
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Figure 7: Flow chart of the laser ablation process: TXT files containing the coordinates of
reference points and via locations are generated using a Visual Basic script in AutoCAD.
Following an autofocus step, these files are loaded in LabView. A mesh is generated using
reference points (RP) as vertices and via locations are determined using Affine Transform (see
text for details). A laser pulse with a predetermined pulse width is delivered to each ablation
site. Optionally, straight channel segments can be ablated following the ablation of interlayer
connections.
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Figure 8: Schematics detailing the algorithm for coordinate transformation to compensate
for device distortions. (a) Coordinates for interlayer connections, fiducials, and channels are
extracted from the AutoCAD drawing. (b) Delaunay Triangulation is applied to fiducial
coordinates and via locations are assigned to their respective triangle using their barycentric
coordinates. (c) The operator manually jogs the stage to three arbitrary but non-collinear
fiducials and image recognition is used to determine their location. Using these coordinates,
the approximate locations of the remaining fiducials is determined using Affine Transformation.
(d) The xy-translation stage subsequently moves the remaining fiducials into the field of view, so
that their exact positions can be detected using image recognition. (e) A unique transformation
matrix AM is then applied to each mesh element TM to compensate for local device distortions.
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most cases, these distortions are non-uniform across the device. For this reason, the device area
is subdivided into triangles that are approximately 0.7mm to 2mm across, with a coordinate
transfer function that is unique to each triangle. The algorithm for determining the exact via
locations on a microfluidic device is as follows:

(a) Coordinate Extraction. Start and end points of channels, as well as coordinates for
interlayer connections and fiducials are extracted from the AutoCAD drawing using Visual
Basic.
(b) Delaunay Triangulation. A mesh consisting of M mesh elements is generated using
Delaunay Triangulation where the fiducial coincide with the vertex points.

In this

triangulation method, the circumcircle of each mesh element does not enclose any other
vertex points [280]. Delaunay Triangulation is used to maximize the minimum angle
in each mesh element thereby avoiding “skinny” triangles. As a consequence, triangles
are more compact and represent the local chip deformation more adequately than mesh
elements consisting of vertices that are spaced further apart.
(c) Via Assignment. After generating a mesh, via locations are assigned to their respective
mesh element: barycentric coordinates [281] of the nth via location rn are computed with
respect to a mesh element m as

r~n = λm,1~νm,1 + λm,2~νm,2 + λm,3~νm,3

(2.4)

where rn = (rn,x , rn,y ) denotes the nth via location, νm,i = (νm,i,x , νm,i,y ) the vertex points
(reference points) of the triangle Tm and λm,i the barycentric coordinates with respect to
Tm . Any point r located on the triangle Tm may be expressed as a weighted sum of the
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three vertices with the constraint λm,1 + λm,2 + λm,3 = 1. It follows that via locations are
assigned to the mesh element for which 0 ≤ λm,i ≤ 1∀i holds. If a via location cannot be
assigned to any of the mesh elements, i.e. it is outside the generated mesh, it is assigned
to the closest triangle centroid. Using the constraint given above, Equation 2.4 can also
be expressed with matrices as

r~n − ~νm,3 = T · λm

(2.5)

where





 (νm,1,x − νm,3,x ) (νm,2,x − νm,3,x )








T =

(νm,1,y − νm,3,y ) (νm,2,y − νm,3,y )

(2.6)

The barycentric coordinates can therefore be determined by solving equation 2.5 for λm .
(d) Affine Transformation (Fiducials).

The operator manually jogs the stage to

sequentially bring three arbitrary but non-collinear reference points into view. The exact
position of the three reference points are determined by image recognition. From these
three reference points, the approximate locations of the remaining reference points are
calculated by solving for the affine transformation matrix Asys as
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(2.7)

1

where (xi , yi ) and (x0i , yi0 ) represent the reference point coordinates on the drawing and
on the microfluidic device, respectively. Three coordinate sets are required to solve for
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the transformation matrix Asys with six unknowns [279]. Since reference points can be
arbitrarily positioned, this method allows for a high degree of design flexibility.
(e) Image Recognition. The stage subsequently moves to the estimated position of each
reference point to exactly locate its coordinates using image recognition.
(f) Affine Transformation (Interlayer Connections).

Once all reference points are

located, a unique transformation matrix Am is calculated for each triangle Tm using
Affine Transformation. Am is applied to all via locations that are circumscribed by the
triangle Tm using barycentric coordinates.

Following coordinate transformation, the xy-translation stage then subsequently moves each
via location into the focal point of the laser beam and a laser pulse with a predefined dose is
delivered to each site.

2.3

2.3.1

Results and Discussion

System Performance

In order to characterize the response and reproducibility of the laser ablation process, the depth
and width of ablation were measured as a function of laser power and pulse width. The pulse
width is modulated using a computer controlled data acquisition board (PCI-6229, National
Instruments, TX) which provides TTL (transistor-transistor logic) compatible voltage levels of
0V (laser off) and 5V (laser on) to the laser control unit. 60 ablation parameters were tested
which consisted of 6 laser power settings varying from 3% to 95% (3%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and
95%) and 10 different pulse widths varying from 1ms to 10ms in equal increments (Figure 9ac). All combinations were found to produce holes having conical profiles with optically smooth
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Figure 9: Measurement results of ablation dimensions: (a) depth of the ablation versus laser
pulse width, (b) diameter versus laser pulse width for various power levels. A sample size of
10 was considered for each data point. The error bars indicate a standard deviation of 1s.
(c) Cross-section of ablated cones using a pulse width of 5 ms and a laser power of 3%, 20%,
40%, 60%, 80%, and 95%, respectively. The vertical line in (a) indicates the parameters that
were used to produce the ablation sites. (d) Tight control of the ablation depth allows for the
ablation of the membrane without damaging the roof of the upper channel.
sidewalls. At 3% laser power, a pulse width of at least 5ms was necessary to achieve any visible
ablation. This setting resulted in a 10µm pit having an entrance diameter of approximately
50µm, consistent with the expected beam diameter at the focal plane. As expected, the depth
and diameter of the ablation spot increase with both pulse width and power. At all laser powers
the depth increases linearly with the pulse width for the first half of the range of interest and
becomes less sensitive to pulse width above 5ms. A maximum depth of approximately 475µm
was achieved for a 10ms pulse at 95% laser power. Similarly, the diameter of the ablated spot
was found to increase rapidly with pulse width for all laser powers, became less sensitive above
4ms and had a maximum of 170µm. For a given ablation depth, the respective diameter of the
ablation spot is nearly independent of the power level. The aspect ratio (height : width) of
ablation sites under the tested parameters ranges from 1 : 4 to 3 : 1.

The variability in hole depth and diameter, assessed by comparing 10 ablation spots at each
setting, was found to be less than 5% for all powers and pulse widths longer than 5ms. The
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increased variability for pulse widths of less than 4ms may be in part due to the asynchronous
character of the pulse width modulation (PWM) signal used to modulate the CO2 laser power
and the gating input, resulting in variable energy dose. In the current implementation, this
defines the lower limit of pulse width for reliable operation as approximately 4ms. The upper
limit of the useful range of pulse widths was found to be approximately 12ms, beyond which
visible thermal damage occurred around the ablation site and the re-deposition of ablation
by-products was observed which may hinder subsequent bonding steps.

Ablation of PDMS creates volatile products including methane, ethane, ethylene, hydrogen and
a mixture of low molecular weight cyclic organosilicon compounds [282, 283]. Re-deposition of
these products as well as surface oxidation likely result in modified surface properties of the
PDMS in the immediate vicinity of the vias. These effects have not been characterized here but
may be important for applications where surface properties near the vias need to be controlled.
Examples may include surface patterning with biomolecules or controlling surface tension in
multiphase flow systems. For a typical multilayer PDMS device having a membrane thickness
of approximately 15µm, 3% power and a pulse width ranging from 5-8ms was found to give the
best results, with a hole diameter of less than 100µm. For applications that require different
ablation depths the use of pulse widths between 5ms and 8ms with appropriate laser irradiance
was found to be optimal.

The primary mechanism of PDMS ablation with infrared radiation is sublimation resulting
from the strong absorbance of Si-O-Si bonds and rapid localized heating [283,284]. The thermal
diffusivity of PDMS is κ ≈ 10−7 m2/s [285,286] so that the characteristic distance of heat diffusion
during a t = 5ms ablation is approximately xdif f =

√

2t · κ ≈ 30µm which is comparable to the

radius of the laser focal spot. Thus, at the pulse widths used in this study the ablation process
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is affected by both heat transport and laser heating. This suggests that the ablation is highly
nonlinear, in accordance with the observation that a pulse delivered at higher power results in
a smaller ablation diameter for a given depth. In the linear region of the depth measurement
curves, longer pulses at low irradiance produce slightly deeper holes than shorter pulses with the
same energy density. This may be due to partial attenuation of the laser by the ablation plume
so that short pulse widths do not deliver as much energy to the PDMS work piece as longer
pulses with the same integrated energy. Interestingly, the thermal transport effects described
above may be exploited to selectively ablate structures without damaging overlaying features.
In particular, freely suspended membranes are thermally insulated from the bulk material due
to the ten-fold lower thermal conductivity of air compared to PDMS [287]. This allows for an
enhancement of localized heating in the membrane and selective ablation of elastomer layers
that leaves the underlying structures undamaged. Specifically, by administering an appropriate
laser pulse, a well-defined and non-conical hole may be ablated in the membrane (Figure 9d).

The accumulation of thermal energy at the membrane surfaces creates an entrance and exit of
the resulting hole which is wider than the bulk cross-section. The partially attenuated laser
radiation that passes through the membrane is below the ablation threshold for the roof of the
overlaying structure which is in thermal contact with the bulk material. This effect offers the
practical advantage that channels may be connected at the bottom of reaction chambers to
increase assay density while maintaining lithographic control over the chamber geometry and
volume.

One failure mode that was observed is the deflection and fusion of the periphery of thin ablated
membranes with the roof of the overlaying structure. This effect depends on the thickness and
area of the unsupported membrane. When ablating through a membrane of standard thickness
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Figure 10: (a) Scatter plot showing the distance of the ablation site from the target position
located at (x, y) = (0, 0). The following stage parameters were used: acceleration and
deceleration 1m/s2 , velocity 150mm/s, settling time 40ms. The sample size was 2116. (b)
Micrograph of an ablated membrane. The cross-hair indicates the intended target position.
The position error of the via is small compared to a typical channel width of 100µm.
(20µm), it was found that if the upper channel or chamber has a height of at least 20µm this
effect is eliminated. Additionally, it was also observed that ablated PDMS becomes resistant
to further ablation so that laser power must be increased in multi-step ablation to a single
location. The origin of this effect is not clear but may be attributable to enhanced cross-linking
of PDMS chains or modification of fillers and/or other organics in the PDMS material.

The positioning accuracy and maximum speed of ablation are determined by the mechanical
performance of the xy-translation system and chip. To assess the trade-off between speed
and precision, image analysis was used to measure the positional accuracy of 2100 ablation
spots randomly positioned across a 4” wafer. Optimal results were obtained at an ablation
frequency of 8Hz (125ms per via) corresponding to a stage acceleration of 1m/s2 and a velocity
of 150mm/s (Figure 10a). These results exhibit a bimodal distribution with the centre of each
subset being displaced approximately 8µm along the horizontal axis from the intended target
position. While each subset was also slightly smeared out along the y-axis, no bimodal behaviour
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was observed. Attempts to reduce this variability by increasing the settling time of the stage
had minimal effect on the position accuracy. However, reducing the stage acceleration to
1mm/s2 eliminated the observed bimodal distribution in the x-direction, resulting in a standard
deviation of approximately 7µm. Thus, the observed asymmetry in x-y positional accuracy is
attributed to uneven mechanical hysteresis in the stage system arising from unequal load, or to
tipping of the spring-loaded wafer carrier perpendicular to the long edges of the sliding bars.
Despite this variability, 100% of spots are within a radius of 24µm when operating at ablation
frequencies of 8Hz. This is approximately 1/3 of the laser spot diameter and is well within the
tolerances needed for MSL-based devices which typically have channel widths of 100µm (Figure
10b).

2.3.2

Topologically Complex Microfluidics

Robust laser ablation of vias is a powerful improvement to the MSL process and allows for
the dense routing of topologically complex fluidic circuits that would not be possible in planar
geometries. A microfluidic “weave” circuit is shown in Figure 11a which consists of an interlaced
grid of 4 fluids through a 0.2cm2 square array at a density of 5200 vias per cm2 . As previously
described, the thermal isolation of membranes ensures the selective ablation of the membrane
without damaging the roof of the upper structures.

This demonstrates the suitability of

this technique for the fabrication of large scale integrated fluidic circuits having thousands of
interlayer connections. A major advantage of this technique is that precise and programmable
control over laser ablation depth allows for the use of membranes having arbitrary thickness
independent of via density or surrounding channel architecture. This may be extended to
allow for the simultaneous connection of channels located in more than two layers and for
the fabrication of vias connecting channels in non-adjacent layers (Figure 11b,c). Multiple
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Figure 11: Examples of topologically complex channel routing enabled by laser ablation. (a)
Micrograph of a weave chip filled with food dye with each channel changing layers at each
circular interlayer connection. This demonstrates the reliable three-dimensional channel routing
with a via spacing of 200µm. The dashed line indicates the location of the cross-section as
depicted in Figure 9d. Laser ablation can be extended to three functional layers: (b) schematic
and micrograph of a chip cross-section. PDMS membranes may be ablated after bonding of
the second to the top layer and after bonding of the third layer. By adjusting the laser power
and pulse width to the thickness of the PDMS layer, interlayer connections between the top
and the bottom layer can be fabricated in one step. Connecting the bottom layer to the middle
layer can also be done without damaging the membrane and channel above. (c) Schematic
and micrograph of a three-layer microfluidic coil structure that requires the connection of the
bottom to the top layer.
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Figure 12: Micrographs of ablated microchannels for alignment-free multilayer fluidics. (a)
Micrograph of a chip section where parts of the channels were ablated in a membrane covering
channels located in the thick PDMS layer. In the example shown, the channels and reference
points in the thick layer have been cast on standard photolithography moulds. Image recognition
of reference points allows for the automated registration of ablation features. The inset shows a
peristaltic pump which valves the ablated channel. Actuated control lines are at 25psi (172kPa)
and the pressure in the flow lines is 5psi (34kPa). (b) Micrographs of channels and interlayer
connections which are ablated in one step. As described in the text in more detail, channels
are ablated at a constant stage velocity resulting in clean and accurate features.
connections from a 3rd layer to a 2nd layer and from a 3rd layer to a 1st layer of a preassembled device may be made in a single ablation step. In cases where non-adjacent layers are
to be connected and minimum via diameter is desired, the inclusion of an embedded chamber
may be used to reduce the amount of material that must be removed and hence the maximum
diameter of the via orifice. Again, tight control over the laser power is critical and allows for
the ablation of two membranes in a three-layer device without damaging the channel above.

2.3.3

Alignment-Free Multilayer Fluidics by Direct Writing of Channels

In addition to via fabrication, this system allows for the automated registration and direct
writing of channels in PDMS membranes for the generation of multilayer microfluidic circuits
with integrated valves using a single moulding step and without any manual alignment. A
multilayer device made from a single moulding step is shown in Figure 12. A 35µm thick
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blank PDMS membrane is bonded to a 6mm thick layer of 5 : 1 (A : B) PDMS. Following
image recognition and feature registration, channel sections were written at a stage velocity
of 30mm/s and a laser power of 5%. After channel writing, the same ablation step was used
to create vias which connect the direct-write channels to moulded features in the thick layer.
The laser ablation profile at these settings results in channels having a rounded cross-section
with a width of approximately 55µm and a maximum depth of 16µm. The rounded channel
cross-section is essential for the creation of sealing valves and closely resembles the geometry
of standard MSL flow channels that are cast on positive photoresist following a thermal reflow
step. The actuation of valves in laser ablated channels using a push down geometry is shown
in the inset of 12. In the current implementation, software limitations in controlling the stage
trajectory and laser timing restrict channels to combinations of straight line segments with
approximately 100µm tolerance in the location of endpoints. Finally, by modulating stage
velocity or laser power, it is possible to generate “gray-scale” structures of varying height. This
effect is clearly visible in the tapered height of channel ends (Figure 12b). Further software
development and hardware improvements would be needed to fully exploit this capability and
to completely replace multilayer bonding from photolithographic moulds. Nevertheless, this
technique provides a powerful rapid prototyping method with the major advantage of wafer
scale multilayer patterning without need for any manual layer-layer alignment.

2.3.4

Demonstration of the Combined Capabilities of MSL Fabrication
with Laser Micromachining

As a first demonstration of the combined capabilities of MSL fabrication with laser
micromachining, a high-flow sub-millisecond multi-laminate mixer device was implemented
suitable for production scale synthesis (Figure 13). This design uses the same mixing principal
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Figure 13: Micrographs and schematic of the multilaminate stream mixer. (a) An array of 10
mixer elements allows for flow rates of up to 1mL/min. (b) Each of the mixer elements splits
the two inputs into 20 streams. (c) Prior to mixing, all control channels are actuated allowing
for outgas priming of the flow channels. Interlayer connections allow for the interlacing of
the two components. (d) The inset shows the intersection of the injection channels with the
recombination channel . (e) Schematic of one of the multilaminate stream mixer elements. (f)
A fluorescent image showing the concentration profile of a fluorescent dye mixed with buffer
across the joining section A as shown in (d). The displayed image was taken using a 100× (1.4
N.A.) oil immersion objective, flat-field corrected, and averaged over 20 exposures to improve
contrast.
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of “flow-focusing” microfluidic mixers that rely on reducing diffusion times by creating adjacent
flow streams with very small lateral dimensions. Such mixers have received significant attention
in chemical synthesis applications where the reproducibility, uniformity, and controlled speed
of mixing are critical to performance [147]. However, these mixers are inherently restricted
in the flow rate of the component present in the focused stream, restricting their utility in
the production of material at scales needed for industrial applications. The multilaminate
mixer design presented here addresses this issue by scaling up the flow rate by a factor of
200 without changing the characteristic mass transport and hydrodynamic properties. The
mixer design consists of 10 individual mixer elements that use vias to generate 40 interlaced
streams of two reagents at equal volume fraction. Parallelization of 10 mixer units, creating a
total of 400 interlaced streams, is facilitated by interlayer connections. This results in a total
volumetric flow rate of 1mL/min while preserving the mass transport properties offered by each
individual element. In total, this device features 410 interlayer connections and 210 valves,
demonstrating the compatibility of laser ablation with existing Multilayer Soft Lithography
fabrication approaches.

Low-impedance bus channels (100µm × 30µm, h × w) carry two reagents to an array of
mixer elements resulting in two input channels for each mixer. The output of each mixer
joins a common low-impedance output channel. Each mixer element splits each of the two
input channels into 20 separate channels, interlaces them, and then recombines them in
a single recombination channel. 20 MSL-fabricated valves are placed at the inlet of each
recombination channel and are actuated during the initial filling of the chip with fluid. These
valves maintain separation between the two reagents which are “dead-end” filled up to the
valves as previously described [10]. This strategy eliminates reagent waste that otherwise
occurs during device priming so that total input volumes as small as a few microlitres may
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be mixed.

The characteristic mixing time in this system is governed by diffusion and is

proportional to the square of the width of each laminate stream.

This design improves

over previous implementations of multilaminate mixers to create laminate streams of equal
width, thereby ensuring uniform mixing of the entire sample. This resulted in an optimized
design having a total of 40 injection channels (10µm × 20µm, h × w) with varying impedance
that are recombined into a 3.5mm long channel (20µm × 40µm, h × w) for a characteristic
diffusion length of 1µm. The uniform width of interlaced streams was verified by measuring
the concentration profile of a fluorescent dye at the inlet of the recombination channel
(Figure 13). Assuming a diffusion coefficient of D = 10−9 m2/s, this corresponds to a mixing
time of approximately 0.5ms. The displacement of the dead volume of the channel joining
section adds approximately 20% to this mixing time. For a 40psi (276kPa) pressure drop
across the recombination channel, the total volumetric flow rate of each mixer is 0.1mL/min,
corresponding to a total device throughput of 1mL/min. To the author’s knowledge, this is the
first demonstration of a microfluidic mixer that achieves uniform submillisecond mixing times
at flow rates up to 1mL/min.

The laser ablation system presented in this chapter is now routinely used in the Hansen Lab
and has contributed to several other projects, with device designs including features for single
cell reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reactions (RT-qPCR), the preparation
of small RNA sequencing libraries, and microarray interfaces, respectively. Some practical
examples of these newly enabled architectures are provided in the conclusions section of this
thesis (Chapter 5).
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2.4

Conclusion

The automated ablation of microfluidic interlayer connections in PDMS-based devices
overcomes topological constraints imposed by the planar Multilayer Soft Lithography approach.
Active registration of microfluidic devices by image recognition and tight control over ablation
depth allows for wafer-scale integration of thousands of ablated features, including interlayer
connections and microfluidic channels, with nearly perfect yield. The ability to reliably route
fluids between different PDMS layers is a major advancement to well-established large-scale
microfluidic integration by existing Multilayer Soft Lithography fabrication techniques. In
addition, it is anticipated that interlayer connections will find new applications where substrateto-chip interfaces are needed for sample pick up or deposition. The flexibility of this approach
was demonstrated in the design of a high flow-rate sub-millisecond mixer that should find
broad applicability in scaling up microfluidic synthesis to production levels. This design may
be further extended to use with two-phase flows for the production scale synthesis of uniform
and complex emulsions [22–25]. Analogous to the architecture of modern microprocessors, it
is anticipated that three-dimensional channel routing will become ubiquitous in microfluidic
design, greatly expanding the flexibility and functionality of microfluidic devices.
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Chapter 3

Fabrication of Microfluidic
Solid-Phase Liquid Chromatography
Columns
Solid-phase liquid chromatography is ubiquitous in analytical and preparative separations of
biomolecules. The integration of optimized functionalized resins on poly(dimethylsiloxane)based microfluidic devices made by Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL) would thus greatly
expand the range of applications that can be addressed on-chip. For this reason, methods
and column geometries have been developed that allow for the robust and parallel packing of
multiple high-quality microcolumns at low pressures.

The key innovation in this approach is the development of a novel column geometry, featuring
micrometer-sized bypass channels along the entire length of the separation channel (Section
3.3). Using a finite time difference simulation, optimal column geometries are determined by
simulating the shape and growth rate of the resin bed during column packing (Section 3.3.2).
This geometry is implemented in a microfluidic device, enabling the rapid packing of multiple
high-quality bead bed columns in parallel with near-perfect yield (Section 3.4.1). Using the
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van Deemter equation, the performance of the optimized column geometry is investigated using
a fluoresecently labelled single-stranded 50-mer and a strong anion exchange resin (Section
3.4.2). Pulse tests show that these microfluidic columns achieve exceptional reproducibility
and efficiency, with measured plate counts of 1,650,000/m ± 7%, corresponding to a reduced
plate height of h = 0.12 ± 7%.

3.1

Introduction

Chromatographic separation was the first application to be demonstrated in a microfluidic
format [288] and has remained of high interest for applications including proteomics, genomics,
bioprocessing, and chemical analysis [185, 188, 189]. In particular, microfluidic separation by
electrophoresis is now very well developed and has found commercial success for the routine
analysis of proteins and nucleic acids [186]. However, microfluidic electrophoresis is not easily
adapted for preparative separations and flow rates are sensitive to the solution pH and column
surface charge. Moreover, electrophoretic methods are best suited for analytes that differ in
their electrophoretic mobility.

On the other hand, pressure driven solid-phase chromatography is more versatile and has found
widespread use in analytical and preparative biochemical separations. Liquid chromatography
greatly benefits from highly optimized resins allowing for separation modalities based on
differences in analyte charge, hydrophobicity, affinity and size. The reliable implementation
of chromatography resins on microfluidic devices would thus greatly expand the range of
applications that can be addressed on-chip (Chapter 5) and is critical for achieving fully
integrated liquid chromatography systems (Chapter 4).
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To date, the microfluidic integration of high-quality column packings that can be fabricated
reliably and preferentially in a parallel format has been hampered by a number of technical
challenges: to produce column packings that provide desired plate counts and elution peak
symmetry, high flow rates during the packing process must be maintained minimizing column
imperfections, including those arising from bead settling and clogging. As the resin bed grows
and its fluidic impedance increases, the flow rate of the packing slurry decreases, typically
requiring loading pressures in excess of 1000psi (30MPa) to maintain adequate flow rates [79].

Microfluidic device materials with a high Young’s Modulus such as glass, silicon, and polyimide
can be machined to withstand these pressures [79–81, 195–197]. A high degree of on-chip
integration and parallelization, however, requires the co-integration of active valves which
remains challenging in these materials [88]. In contrast, alternative device materials with a
relatively low Young’s Modulus such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) allow for the facile
high-density integration of microvalves using the fabrication techniques of Multilayer Soft
Lithography (MSL) (Section 1.1.3). Due to the advantages afforded by this technique such as
a high level of design flexibility, short iteration cycles in device fabrication and its amenability
to valve integration, MSL has become the dominant microfabrication method for device
development. The mechanical strength of PDMS, however, limits the operating pressure to
50psi (345kPa) [58, 72].

As discussed in Section 1.3.3.2, a variety of concepts have been explored to circumvent this
pressure limitation, including open-channel chromatography, microfabricated pillar arrays,
monolithic phases, and packed channels. Here a novel column geometry is presented that
allows for robust and low-pressure packing of high-quality liquid chromatography columns in
PDMS devices within minutes. This approach works by using microvalve control to reconfigure
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the columns for operation in either packing or separation mode. In packing mode, the column
impedance is lowered by connection to an array of bypass channels that are distributed along
the length of the column. After packing, these side channels are closed by microvalves to
restore a conventional linear column geometry having a single inlet and outlet. To inform the
design and optimization of the column geometry, a numerical model of this column packing
process was developed that accurately predicts the rate and shape of column growth. Using
this geometry, the parallel packing of multiple 2cm-long high-quality columns has been achieved
in only minutes. This process is extremely robust, making it possible to integrate many parallel
columns on a single device without defects and with high yield. Finally, it is shown that columns
formed by this low-pressure method are of very high quality, with plate heights comparable to
conventional high-performance capillary columns.

3.2

Materials and Methods

PDMS microfluidic devices with integrated membrane valves were made by a modified version
of the MSL process [72, 94]. Modifications to the original MSL protocol include the bonding
of consecutive layers by oxygen plasma activation and the creation of layer-layer interconnects
by laser ablation (Chapter 2 and reference [289]). Details of device fabrication are provided in
Appendix B.
Briefly, multilayer devices were cast from two moulds fabricated using photolithography. Both
moulds simultaneously hold control and flow channel features. The first mould consisted of a
multilayer structure having three different resist heights:
Firstly, SU8-5 (MicroChem Corp., MA) was used to create column bypass channels. SU8-5 was
spun to a thickness of 5µm and exposed using an MA6 mask aligner (Karl Suss) at 42.5mW/cm2 .
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Wafers were then immersed in SU8 developer (MicroChem Corp., MA). AZ50XT (AZ Electronic
Materials, NJ) was then applied to create the column waste flow channels. Following prebake
and exposure, this layer was developed in 33% AZ400K, and hardbaked, resulting in 13µm
high rounded channels. Finally, chromatography columns were created using SU8-3025 with a
thickness of 100µm.

For the second wafer, a layer of SU8-3025 was spun to a thickness of 30µm on which control
channels are cast. A thicker layer of AZ50XT was then applied to create 55µm high bead
inlet channels with a rounded cross-section. The design of the photoresist structures on the
second wafer were mirrored as the PDMS casts of the first and second wafer are bonded facing
each other. After fabrication all wafers were coated with a 400nm thick layer of Parylene C to
facilitate release of the cured PDMS .

Microfluidic devices were fabricated by replica moulding from the microfabricated masters using
a variation of the MSL process wherein devices were assembled by oxygen plasma bonding of
PDMS layers rather than off-ratio bonding. PDMS prepolymer RTV 615 (General Electric,
NY), mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (part A: part B) was used for each of the three layers of the
microfluidic device. 60g and 20g of the uncured PDMS was degassed in a vacuum chamber for
1h and cured on the first and second wafer, respectively. A featureless membrane was spun
and cured together with the two other layers. Following oxygen plasma treatment the layers
were aligned with the featureless membrane separating the channels of the two thicker PDMS
layers. Interlayer connections were made using laser ablation as described in Chapter 2. Finally,
completely assembled devices were bonded to a microscope slide for mechanical support.

Microfluidic control channels were filled with dH2 O and actuated at 50psi using off-chip
solenoid valves (Fluidigm Corp, CA). Valve actuation and data acquisition were performed
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Figure 14: Photograph of the resin loading station developed for parallel on-chip column
packing. The resin inlet of the microfluidic device mates with the Luer-Slip fitting of a
10mL syringe (BD, NJ) containing a magnetic stir bar and the resin slurry. After flushing
the microfluidic port, the syringe is pressurized with 30psi (207kPa) to force the slurry into
the microfluidic device. During the packing process a rotating magnetic field generated by
spinning rare earth magnets (Magcraft, VA) drives the stir bar which keeps the immobile phase
in suspension.
using LabView 8.0 software. Fluorescent and absorption measurements were carried out on a
Nikon Diaphot microscope equipped with a Retiga 4000R Fast 1394 camera (QImaging, BC).

3.3

3.3.1

Device Architecture

Device Design

Four parallel microcolumns, each 20mm long with a cross-section of 200µm × 100µm (w × h),
are integrated on a microfluidic device. All four columns share a common inlet for injection
of the immobile phase, which is introduced by use of a custom-built adapter. The slurry is
continuously mixed with a stir bar to keep the immobile phase in suspension (Figure 14).
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Figure 15: (a) Micrograph of a microfluidic device having four parallel separation channels
for the packing of bead columns. Column valves are filled with red dye for visualization.
Device includes valves upstream of the column array (green) to facilitate sample loading. (b)
Micrograph of the front of one of the four microcolumns after packing. Packed column appears
black and has dimensions of 200µm × 100µm × 20mm (w × h × l). (c) Micrograph of the
back of the same column shown in panel (b) with the resin inlet closed by a long microvalve
(red). (d) Micrographs of bypass channels along a section of an unpacked microcolumn. The
bypass channels and waste channels are visible under a long valve (red) that is not actuated.
Dimensions of bypass channels are 6µm × 4µm × 43µm. (e) Micrograph of the section shown
in panel d after column packing. Actuation of the long valve closes bypass and waste flow
channels. (f) Micrograph of resin inlet from panel (c). Resin is supplied through an interlayer
connection and an inlet channel that connects to a common port. Scale bars are 5mm for panel
(a) and 200µm for panels (b-f).
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In addition to an inlet and an outlet, each column is lined by 520 bypass channels that are
positioned at even spacing along the full 20mm length of the column (Figure 15). The bypass
channels create a parallel low-impedance connection between the column and two waste channels
that are positioned on either side of the column. Heights of the bypass channels (4µm) were
designed to be smaller than the diameter of the chromatography beads (5µm) in order to retain
the beads during packing. All waste channels are controlled by a long valve that, when actuated,
completely blocks flow out the sides of the column. Additional valves are included at the column
inlets and outlets to isolate the columns from one another and to facilitate sample loading and
recovery.

3.3.2

Modelling and Optimization of Column Geometry: Numerical
Simulation

Rapid and high-quality packing of columns having bypass channels requires a balance of fluidic
impedances presented by the growing bead bed and bypass network. In initial attempts to
pack such columns, column clogging was observed if the flow through the bypass channels was
improperly balanced. In order to resolve these issues, a numerical model was developed and
applied to simulate the influence of different parameters on the packing process. In particular,
it was investigated how the impedance of the chromatography column, bypass channels, and
waste flow channels determines the shape of the growing bead bed. While this model has
been applied to channel geometries to modulate channel impedances, it is expected that it may
also prove useful in modelling additional packing parameters such as bead diameter and resin
concentration.
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Figure 16: (a) Schematic of a partial impedance network used for simulating the packing
process. Each impedance represents a channel section or part of the resin bed: resin inlet and
outlet (Ri and Ro ), bypass channels (Rbp ), waste flow channel sections (Rw and Rwo ), empty
column sections (Rcv and Rch ), resin bed (Rrv and Rrh ), and resin retention channels (Rrr ).
The pressure drop between nodes creates a flow profile resulting in the deposition of additional
chromatography resin, which in turn alters the pressure at each node. (b.1) Simulation results
showing packing profiles for different channel dimensions at 90% fill factor. Exposing the
immobile phase to a pressure gradient, which develops along the waste flow channels, leads to
a V-shaped packing profile favouring resin deposition at the front of the column. (b.2) Highimpedance bypass channels create a pressure drop across the long sides of the column. As the
immobile phase accumulates evenly on the channel walls, voids may be present in the bead bed.
(b.3) Low-impedance waste flow channels lead to fluid flow through the bypass channels closest
to the bead inlet, potentially clogging the back of the column before the packing process can
be completed. The heat map indicates the local column fill factor ranging from 0 (empty, blue)
to 1 (completely packed, red).
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The flow pattern during the packing process was modelled by use of a dynamic resistor network
in which each component of the system is replaced by an equivalent hydrodynamic resistor
(Figure 16a). The impedance of rectangular channel sections [290] is given by
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where η, L, h, w and subscript i are the viscosity, length, height, width, and positional index,
respectively. Equation 3.1 is applied to sections of the chromatography column, bypass channels,
and waste flow channels. It is noted, however, that resistors Rcv in Figure 16 may also be
described using plane Poiseuille flow, thus, simplifying the impedance network [291].
During the packing process, resistor elements representing empty column sections are gradually
dominated by those representing bead beds. The impedance of a volumetric column section
that is occupied by beads is given by Equation 1.11. Given the pressure across the entire
column, the network can be solved to determine the pressure drop between each node, and
hence the flow rate Qi between interconnected nodes. Since the bead concentration of the
slurry is known, the rate of addition of new beads to each part of the column can be derived
from Qi . These new beads subsequently modify the column resistance and change the flow rate
through each node. This process is iteratively solved by a finite time difference method with
a resolution 4t = 0.1s. Initially, it was found that the simulation slightly underestimates the
packing time: this behaviour is attributed to resin beads partly obstructing bypass channels due
to the compliance of PDMS, thus increasing the effective impedance beyond what is predicted
through the resistor model. To reflect this phenomenon in the simulation, the impedance of the
bypass channels was expressed as a function of the cumulative volumetric flow through each of
these channels, resulting in an increase in impedance over the course of the packing process.
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Figure 17: Simulation results predict the packing time and the aspect ratio of the void. (a) The
column packing time increases with the impedance of the bypass (Rbp ) and waste flow channels
(Rw ). The locations of the three packing regimes as depicted in Figures 16b.1 through 16b.3 are
indicated. (b) At 90% column fill factor, the aspect ratio of the void (width at the resin inlet :
height) increases below a bypass impedance of 1016 Pa·s
and above a waste channel impedance
m3
of 1012 Pa·s
.
Inferior
column
uniformity
and
voids
are
expected
for an aspect ratio of zero, i.e.
m3
the back of the column is clogged before the remainder of the column can be completely packed.
For the simulation, column dimensions of 200µm × 100µm × 20mm (w × h × l) are assumed
with 260 equidistant bypass channels on either side of the column.
Simulations with bypass channel impedances Rbp ranging from 1015 Pa·s
to 1018 Pa·s
and waste
m3
m3
revealed three qualitatively distinct
flow channel impedances Rw between 1011 and 3 · 1013 Pa·s
m3
packing profiles. In ideal packing conditions, fluid flow through the bypass channels at the front
of the column is favoured as a result of a pressure gradient that develops along the waste flow
channels. As packing progresses and the impedance of the resin bed increases, fluid flow through
the bypass channels at the back of the column becomes progressively favoured, resulting in rapid
packing of full-length columns (Figure 16b.1). To operate in this regime, two criteria should
be fulfilled: first, the impedance of the waste flow channels per unit length should be at least
300-fold higher than the impedance of an empty chromatography column of the same length.
Second, the impedance of a single bypass channel Rbp should not be more than 1000-fold higher
than the waste flow channel impedance Rw connecting adjacent bypass channels (Figure 17).
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In a second regime, if the impedance of the bypass channel Rbp is approximately 104 times
higher than the impedance Rw , beads were found to accumulate evenly along the column walls
(Figure 16b.2). As the packing process nears completion, this results in a thin channel that
restricts delivery of the immobile phase to the front end of the column.

In a third regime, if the impedance of the waste flow channel was less than 100 times the
impedance of an empty chromatography column, a favourable flow path is created through the
bypass channels close to the bead inlet (Figure 16b.3). This causes the back of the column to
clog before the remainder of the column can be completely packed, resulting in voids and inferior
column uniformity. On the basis of this analysis, desired column capacity, and constraints of
microfabrication, an optimal column geometry was identified for rapid and reliable packing:
chromatography column dimensions of 200µm × 100µm × 20mm (w × h × l); bypass channels
of 6µm × 4µm × 43µm; and rounded waste flow channels of 100µm × 13µm × 20mm.

Additional practical considerations for the selection of channel dimensions included the
following: first, it has been shown that resin packing may be inferior in columns with crosssectional dimensions of less than 10 times the bead diameter [132]. Second, due to their small
size and the compliance of PDMS, bypass channels may collapse during device fabrication below
a channel aspect ratio of 1:3 (h : w), resulting in poor resin uniformity. In addition, although
the keystone effect is beneficial in retaining the resin during column packing [192], it was found
that beads are most efficiently retained if the height of the bypass channels is smaller than the
diameter of the beads. Finally, in order for the waste flow channels to be reliably sealed at the
operating pressure, the aspect ratio of the rounded flow channels should not be greater than
1:5.
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3.4

3.4.1

Results and Discussion

Column Packing

Columns are packed from a single port at the “back” of the column, which is at the opposite
end from the “front” of the column where sample injection occurs (Figure 18).

Column

packing and characterization experiments were performed with non-porous 5µm diameter strong
anion-exchange beads (Proteomix, Sepax Technologies) suspended in an aqueous buffer [0.5M
NaCl, 25mM tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), 1mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA), 0.1% Tween, and 15mM NaN3 ] at a concentration of 3mg/mL. During packing, the
waste channel valves were opened and the slurry was simultaneously injected into all four
columns at a pressure of 30psi (207kPa), with packing monitored under a microscope. After
packing was complete, the columns were sealed and isolated from one another by closing both
the bead inlet valve and the waste channel valves. Due to the compliance of PDMS, actuation of
the waste flow channel valves compresses the immobile phase and causes the bypass channels to
partially collapse, thus minimizing their contribution to column dead volume. Prior to sample
loading, the columns were equilibrated with a low-salt buffer (0.1M NaCl, 25mM Tris, 1mM
EDTA, 0.1% Tween, and 15mM NaN3 ).
At a packing pressure of 30psi (207kPa), the parallel packing of four individual chromatography
columns was complete in approximately 8min and was found to be extremely reproducible, both
between columns and across different devices. Still images of the packing process are shown in
Figure 18. Excluding cases where devices had obvious fabrication defects, the author estimates
to have packed over 200 columns (>50 devices) with this design with nearly perfect yield.
The high packing speed and column-to-column uniformity is attributed to the unique packing
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Figure 18: Micrographs showing an array of four microcolumns at various stages of column
packing. (a) t = 0, empty column array. (b) t = 10s, partially packed column array with
inclined resin beds. (c) t = 1.5min. (d) t = 3.5min. (e) t = 5min, partially packed column
array with level resin beds. Resin beds level out when the front of the resin bed passes the last
set of bypass channels. (f) t = 6.75min. Using visual feedback, the resin inlet is closed when
the resin bed reaches the inlet. (g) t = 7.16min. Actuating the valves along the long edges
of the column closes the column bypass channels and isolates columns from one another. (h)
t = 7.75min. Excess resin at the column outlet is removed by flushing the column at 20psi.
Scale bars are 2mm for main panels (a-h) and 400µm for insets, respectively.
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Figure 19: Schematics detailing image analysis methods and comparison of simulated and
experimental column packing profiles. (a) Brightfield images of the column array were taken
in intervals of 500ms. As the resin particles were opaque, the local column fill factor, i.e.
the percentage of the column cross-section occupied by resin beads, could be determined
by absorbance. Image analysis proceeds as follows: a background image showing empty yet
pressurized columns at t0 = 0 is subtracted from each image. Following image inversion,
absorbance curves are evaluated at 10 equidistant locations distributed along each of the four
columns, resulting in 40 measurements per time point. One representative absorbance plot is
shown in panel (b): absorbance curves of partially packed columns (red) are integrated and
compared to the absorbance at the same location after packing has been completed (blue). (c)
Experimentally measured packing profile for optimal channel dimensions (see text for details),
showing the local fill factor over the course of the packing process. Experimental data was
averaged over eight columns. Each curve represents a location along the column with the
colour coding matching the locations indicated in panel (a). A fill factor of 100% is reached
subsequently at each location, indicating that the packing process progresses from the column
inlet to the bead inlet. Curves that cross each other, overlap, or prematurely reach a fill factor
of 100% would indicate potential void formation. (d) Simulation results from Section 3.3.2 for
comparison.
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pattern obtained by use of low-impedance columns. Image analysis was used to compare the
evolution of the packing profile to what is predicted by the numerical model (Figure 19). Packing
initially progresses quickly along the bypass channels to create a V-shaped profile, the angle
of which decreases as the column advances. As the fully packed column passes the last bypass
channel, this profile levels out, resulting in a level bead bed.

Uniformity in the height of all columns is enforced by an “auto-regulation” phenomenon whereby
any differences lead to differential flow rates that act to equalize column impedances; should
one of the columns lag behind, its impedance is lower compared to the three remaining columns,
causing the flow rate through this column to increase. Although difficult to quantify, the author
believes that the low Young’s modulus of PDMS may also contribute to the packing of highquality columns. First, at column walls the resin beads produce microindentations in the PDMS
to reduce dead volume and diminish the risk of cavities. Second, upon completion of the packing
process, the column is visibly compressed by the PDMS due to deformation during actuation
of the long bypass channel valves, reducing column defects by producing a more densely packed
structure.

The elastic tension in the column is estimated to be 0.2N/mm2 , acting to compress the immobile
phase. In addition to strong anion-exchange resin, microcolumns have been successfully packed
with reverse-phase beads, using acetonitrile and methanol as a solvent, without any apparent
defects. However, it is noted that some solvents are not compatible with PDMS devices over long
periods, including acetonitrile and methanol, and prolonged exposure may result in significant
material swelling or the leaching of uncured monomers. Thus, although the column packing
method is general, the use of PDMS devices may be restrictive in some applications, most
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Figure 20: Column performance determined by pulse elution of 10pg of FAM-labelled ssDNA.
(a) Peak elution times across four individual columns, showing intercolumn reproducibility over
flow pressures varied from 2 to 20psi (υ = 1.5−19.4). Measured peak retention times are (A)
1.6min (20psi, υ = 19.4), (B) 2.3min (15psi, υ = 13.9), (C) 3.3min (10psi, υ = 9.6), (D) 5.0min
(8psi, υ = 6.3), (E) 7.6min (6psi, υ = 4.1), (F) 10.6min (4psi, υ = 3.0), and (G) 20.4min
(2psi, υ = 1.5), with each standard deviation being <1%. (b) Minimum of the van Deemter
equation and thus optimum column performance was determined at a reduced velocity of 6.3
(8psi backpressure) corresponding to a reduced HET P of 0.12 ± 7%. (c) Peak symmetry factor
of approximately 1.6 across the tested pressure range demonstrates uniform column packing
density and favourable extra-column flow conditions.
notably in reverse-phase separations. In such cases it may be necessary to develop processes
for the coating of PDMS [292] or to use alternative elastomers [125].

3.4.2

Column Performance

In order to quantify column efficiency and intercolumn reproducibility, a series of pulse elution
tests was performed with fluorescein- (FAM-) labelled single-stranded DNA (50-mer, Integrated
DNA Technologies).

With the same low-salt buffer that was previously used for column

equilibration, 10pg of DNA was first loaded onto each of the four columns, causing it to bind
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to the positively charged anion-exchange beads in a tight band at the top of the column.
Bound DNA was then released from the column by applying 1M NaCl, and the eluted peaks
were detected by fluorescence microscopy at the column outlet. Peak profiles from the four
columns were compared for reproducibility in elution time, peak broadening, and peak shape
to ascertain the reduced plate height and the peak symmetry factor. Figure 20a shows the
overlay of four DNA elution peaks obtained from parallel columns integrated on a single device.
For each column the height equivalent of a theoretical plate (HET P ) and the corresponding
reduced plate height h were experimentally determined, calculated as h =

HET P/dp

and

2

HET P = L/N = L σt2 , where dp , L, N , σv, and tr are bead diameter, column length, number
r

of theoretical plates, standard deviation of the eluted peak, and retention time, respectively.
d

p
The reduced velocity υ is given by υ = u DM
, where u and DM are the linear velocity and

the diffusion coefficient of the 50bp fragment in the mobile phase [293], respectively. Reduced
nL
plate heights were measured in each column over a range of flow rates spanning 17.3 − 173 min

(υ = 1.5 − 19.4).
nL
(υ = 4.1), longitudinal diffusion becomes the dominant source of peak
At flow rates below 52 min
nL
broadening, causing a decrease in column efficiency. At flow rates above 130 min
(υ = 13.9), peak

broadening increases as a result of mass transfer resistances in accordance with van Deemter
nL
theory. The optimal flow rate was found to be 69 min
(υ = 6.3), corresponding to an input

pressure of 8psi (55kPa), a minimum reduced plate height of h = 0.12±7%, and 1, 650, 000/m±
7% theoretical plates (Figure 20b). As previously noted, this minimum reduced plate height is
similar to high performance capillary columns and exceeds the number of plates that have been
reported using microfluidic packed columns by a factor of four [80, 191, 194, 199, 227, 294, 295].
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Figure 21: Representative elution profiles of a 50bp FAM-labelled ssDNA fragment (blue) for
four individual columns (a-d) produced at a reduced velocity of υ = 6.3 (8psi). A Gaussian
1 x−b 2
function of the form f (x) = a · e− 2 ( c ) + d was fitted to each of the four profiles using

the Trust-Region method (red). The standard deviations and R2 for each curve are 0.03min
and >0.97, respectively. The retention times in each column were determined to be 4.97min,
4.99min, 5.00min, and 4.99min, respectively.
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The peak symmetry factor, A, was calculated by comparing the descending to the ascending
portions of the peak at 10% of the peak height (Figure 20c). The peak symmetry is found to
be relatively independent of the flow rate: a measured value of A = 1.6 indicates a uniform
column packing density, favourable flow conditions, and limited extra-column effects [296].
Representative sample elution peaks fitted to Gaussian functions are provided in Figure 21.
Comparing 12 individual columns (three devices), the standard deviation of the peak elution
times at the optimum flow rate was found to be 10s with a mean of 5.0min, resulting in a
standard deviation of the reduced plate height of 10% and a mean of h = 0.12. Together with
a peak symmetry factor of A = 1.6 ± 9%, this demonstrates excellent reproducibility across
devices in packing and flow rate.

3.5

Conclusion

A novel column geometry has been presented that is the first to allow for robust and highyield packing of chromatography columns on a microfluidic device. This solves one of the
most challenging technological problem in the realization of fully integrated and parallel
microfluidic chromatography systems that can benefit from the flexibility of microvalve fluid
control and the performance of optimized separation resins. Such an integrated microfluidic
system is demonstrated in the next chapter. This will provide many opportunities for analytical
and preparative applications where low sample consumption, low cost, and automation are
important. These include the production of DNA sequencing libraries from limited samples,
sample preparation for diagnostics, miniaturized chemical synthesis for diagnostic imaging
probes, and online monitoring of protein products in bioprocessing.
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Chapter 4

Microfluidic Integration of Parallel
Solid-Phase Liquid Chromatography
The combination of the capabilities afforded by three-dimensional channel routing (Chapter
2) and robust packing of microcolumns (Chapter 3) was used to achieve the integration of a
complete liquid chromatography system on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)-based microfluidic
devices. This, coupled with co-integrated valves made by Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL),
allowed for the implementation of all processing steps, including automated sample loading,
programmable gradient generation, separation, fluorescent detection, and sample recovery. This
system is demonstrated in the separation of fluorescently labelled DNA and parallel purification
of reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) products using a strong anion
exchange (AEX) resin. The microfluidic device includes elements for parallel sample recovery
in an immiscible oil stream to achieve low sample dilution and high recovery rates. The ability
to perform nucleic acid size selection and recovery on sub-nanogram samples of DNA holds
promise for on-chip genomics applications including sequencing library preparation and chemical
synthesis.
This chapter starts with an overview of the device detailing elements for gradient generation and
buffer mixing (Section 4.2). These elements are shown to produce a variety of gradient slopes
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and shapes (Section 4.3.1.1). Optimized gradients are then applied to fluorescently labelled
DNA (Section 4.3.1.2) allowing for the selective recovery of a band of interest (Section 4.3.1.3).
Building on these functionalities, isocratic elution is demonstrated in the recovery of RT-PCR
amplified antibody genes (Section 4.3.2). Finally, sample recovery rates are assessed by eluting
a synthetic fragment of the RPPH1 gene which is compared to the loaded sample amount by
digital PCR (Section 4.3.3).

4.1

Introduction

Microfluidic systems offer inherent advantages of small volume processing, excellent
reproducibility, minimal dead-volume, and automation, making them attractive platforms for
the miniaturization and integration of biochemical analysis [54,160,297–300]. One long-standing
objective has been the integration of macromolecule separations on chip [288], an application
that directly benefits from low dilution, precise sample injection, and higher detection sensitivity
[301, 302].

The integration of complete solid-phase liquid chromatography systems has remained elusive,
owing both to the increased complexity of separation protocols and technical challenges in
the microfabrication of chromatography columns on chip. Solid-phase chromatography is an
extremely versatile separation technique in which a sample interacts with a packed column of
functionalized resin under changing buffer conditions designed to differentially modulate the
affinity and, hence, the mobility of each species in the mixture (Section 1.2). The importance
of this method has resulted in the development and availability of a myriad of resin technologies
that are optimized for specific separation applications and modalities. Thus, the integration of
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chromatography in a microfluidic format would greatly enhance the flexibility and performance
of on-chip separation applications.

Implementing solid-phase chromatography in a microfluidic format requires the combined
capabilities of reliable packing of high-quality microcolumns with resin, on-chip gradient
generation, and multistep sample processing. While the fabrication of solid-phase microcolumns
has been demonstrated in materials with a high Young’s Modulus, the co-integration of valves
has proven to be challenging, severely limiting both the level of on-chip integration and parallel
processing capabilities (Section 1.1).

The novel column geometry developed in Chapter 3 lifts this restriction and allows for the
parallel packing of high-quality microfluidic separation columns within minutes and with
exceptional yield and reproducibility [262]. Importantly, this low-pressure packing method
is compatible with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microfluidic devices having integrated
microvalves made by Multilayer Soft Lithography (MSL). Parallel column operation creates
channel routing problems that cannot be solved using in-plane channel geometries. As discussed
in Chapter 3, laser ablation of interlayer connection removes this limitation by enabling threedimensional channel networks.

This chapter integrates both advances to achieve the first completely integrated solid-phase
chromatographic system on a PDMS microdevice. MSL-based fluidics are used to implement
all elements required for chromatographic separation including resin loading, column packing,
sample injection, programmable gradient generation, parallel sample separation, and automated
fraction recovery with high precision and yield.

The application of these capabilities is

highlighted in genomics applications by performing a variety of on-chip nucleic acid separations
using strong anion exchange (AEX) chromatography.
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which
Figure 22: (a) Micrograph of an integrated microfluidic chromatography system with elements
for column packing, sample loading, gradient generation, and sample recovery. For visualization,
valves and various channel sections have been filled with dye: column valves (red), valves for
device operation (green), reagent inlets (yellow), buffer B inlet with impedance network (blue),
gradient storage channel (gradient blue), oil inlet for sample recovery (blue). (b) Micrograph
of the front of one of the four chromatography columns. (c) Micrograph of the back of the
same column as shown in (b) with the column outlet separated from the oil channel (blue)
by a closed valve (green). (d) Micrograph of one of the two impedance networks for gradient
generation. (e) Micrograph of the multilaminate mixer interlacing flow streams of low and high
salt concentration buffers. The inset shows the mixing channel with partly mixed dyes. The
scale bars are 50 mm (a) and 400μm (b−e), respectively.

4.2

4.2.1

Experimental and Device Architecture

Column Packing

A fully integrated microdevice for liquid chromatography is shown in Figure 22.

Each

chromatography column is 20mm long and lined by 520 trap channels along the long edges of
the column. The height of the trap channels is smaller than the diameter of the chromatography
beads, allowing the solvent of the chromatography resin slurry to flow laterally through the sides
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of the column while retaining the chromatography beads within the column volume. Due to
the relatively low flow impedance during the packing process, multiple columns can be packed
simultaneously within less than 10min at a pressure of 30psi (207kPa). During packing, the
array of chromatography columns is connected to an external resin loading station which keeps
the insoluble AEX beads (Proteomix 5μm non-porous, Sepax Technologies, DE) in suspension
and allows for a rapid injection of the resin slurry into the chromatography columns. Columns
are packed in reverse; the resin inlet is located at the back of the column. This method was
found to improve packing density and homogeneity at the column inlet, allowing the sample to
bind in a tight band to the chromatographic resin upon loading. Potential resin imperfections
are located at the column outlet, where their influence on the separation is minimal. Upon
completion of the packing process, the waste flow channels are sealed, isolating columns from
each other.

4.2.2

Gradient Generation

The device includes an integrated gradient generator to allow for user-programmable
modulation and optimization of buffer conditions during sample separation (Figure 23a).
Defined buffer gradient profiles are created using valves to modulate the relative flow of two
buffers, designed to favour binding or elution of the sample from the column. This gradient is
created prior to separation and stored in a holding line that is then connected to the column inlet
using microvalves to reconfigure the flow path. The gradient generator works by changing the
relative flow impedance for each buffer using two identical sets of variable fluidic resistors. Each
resistor bank consists of six individually addressable fluidic resistors, connected in parallel and
having impedances of R, R/2,R/4,R/8,R/16, and R/32. The selection of different combinations of
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Figure 23: (a) Schematic of the impedance network for gradient generation: each of the two
resistor banks (one for each buffer) consists of six sets of channels (A-F) with the following
fluidic impedances: R = 7 · 1016 Pa·s/m3 (A), R/2 (B),R/4(C),R/8 (D),R/16 (E), and R/32 (F). Valve
states for each set are chosen in a complementary fashion that preserves the total flow rate such
that any combination of one resistor network is reversed in the other set. (b) Schematic of the
multilaminate mixer: a mixing time of 1s is achieved by splitting each of the two buffer streams
into six streams which are interlaced in an alternating fashion using interlayer connections and
joined in a single channel. (c) Schematic of the cross-section indicated in (b) showing one of the
12 underpasses and two of the interlayer connections. (d) Micrograph of the back of one of the
four columns. The flow direction of the eluent and the oil are indicated by red and blue arrows,
respectively. With only one of the valves open, the aqueous eluent is injected into the flow
stream of an immiscible oil phase. Droplets of the recovered fraction are pooled for recovery.
The scale bar is 400µm.
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these resistors allows for the modulation of the total resistance over 64 discrete levels, effectively
implementing a 6-bit “digitization” of the flow rate.

During gradient formation, the valve states for each resistor bank are operated in a
complementary fashion that preserves the total flow rate; any combination of one resistor
network is reversed in the other set. For AEX separation of nucleic acids, the two buffers
to be mixed were a low salt buffer A (0.6M NaCl, 25mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 0.1% Tween, 15mM
NaN3 ) and a high salt buffer B (buffer A with 0.8M NaCl).

4.2.3

Multilaminate Mixer

In order to ensure complete mixing of the two buffers, a multilaminate mixer is incorporated
between the gradient generator and the gradient storage line (Figure 23b).

This mixer

works by splitting each of the two inlet channels into 6 streams which are interlaced in an
alternating fashion and joined in a single channel (Section 2.3.4). Interlaced channels cannot
be accommodated in planar geometries and requires capabilities for three-dimensional channel
routing which is enabled by laser ablation of interlayer connections (Chapter 2). This mixer
format reduces the mixing time to 1s and ensures that no lateral concentration gradients persist
across the width of the storage channel. Under appropriate operating conditions this mixing
functionality may not be essential as diffusion is sufficient to relax any lateral gradients during
gradient storage; nevertheless, the inclusion of the mixer offers several advantages including
equalizing dispersion effects for the two streams, allowing for the use of higher flow rates during
gradient formation, and enabling the use of wider storage channels.

After passing through the multilaminate mixer, the gradient is directed to a storage channel
which holds the entire gradient before it is applied to the chromatography columns. Directly
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applying the gradient to the high-impedance columns (as opposed to first storing it) is generally
less reliable as the buffer flow is pressure driven and minor fluctuations in the input pressure
of one of the two buffers results in buffer back-flow through the resistor bank with the lower
pressure.

4.2.4

Sample Loading and Recovery

As each of the four parallel columns (Figure 22) is individually addressable through a bifurcated
channel structure, up to four different samples can be loaded following column preparation by
regeneration with a high-salt buffer and equilibration with a low-salt buffer. The gradient
is then applied to either one or multiple columns, thereby allowing for parallel operation or
sequential operation with variable separation protocols. In this study, chromatographic peaks
were detected by fluorescent imaging at the column outlet at a wavelength of 510nm. Samples
are recovered by providing an alternative path at the column outlet. To minimize sample
dilution, the sample plug is recovered into a flowing stream of immiscible fluorocarbon oil (FC3283, 3M, MN) and fluorosurfactant (17% 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluoro-1-octanol, Sigma-Aldrich)
[54] (Figure 23d). Three-dimensional channel networks, as enabled by the laser ablation system
(Chapter 2), are instrumental in achieving the connectivity required for the routing of column
eluents, the immiscible phase, and recovered samples.

4.2.5

Digital Polymerase Chain Reaction Protocol

To characterize the efficiency of this system for recovery of low template amounts, a series
of sample loading and recovery experiments were performed using a synthetic fragment of
the RPPH1 gene, followed by digital polymerase chain reaction (dPCR) analysis to accurately
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quantify the recovery rate, defined as the ratio of the number of molecules recovered compared to
the number of molecules loaded onto the column. dPCR is a single molecule counting technique
that works by partitioning a sample at limiting dilution followed by PCR amplification and end
point detection, to identify the presence or absence of template molecules in each reaction,
and calculation of the template concentration according to a binomial distribution across the
array [303].

Following recovery of the synthetic fragment from the microcolumn, 2µL of the sample
was combined with 8µL of PCR mix (final composition: 50% 2× TaqMan Fast Universal
PCR Master Mix (Life Technologies, CA), 20% sample, 800nM primers (Integrated DNA
Technologies), 250nM probe (Biosearch Technologies, CA), 0.1% v/v Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich,
MO)). 1µL of this was then loaded onto a microfluidic digital PCR array consisting of 765 1nL
chambers [304]. Following sample loading and partitioning by valve actuation, the device was
transferred to a microfluidic PCR instrument for thermocycling and fluorescent imaging of
the array (Prototype version of Biomark Instrument, Fluidigm). The thermocycler protocol
included a 2min hot start at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 92°C for 5s and 60°C for 30s.
Fluorescent imaging was performed at cycle 40.

4.3

Results and Discussion

The AEX resin used in this study interacts with negatively charged DNA through monovalent
quaternary ammonium functional groups displayed at the bead surface. Since the overall
negative charge of each DNA fragment is proportional to its length, the application of an
increasing salt gradient results in elution of progressively longer fragments, thereby permitting
separation according to molecular weight. Three experiments were performed designed to
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Figure 24: Experimentally determined gradient concentration curves during gradient generation
(a) and, after reversing the flow direction in the storage channel, when applied to the column
array (b). Concentration curves were measured at the inlet of the gradient storage channel
using absorption. Gradients were visualized by spiking buffer B with bromophenol blue at a
concentration of 20µM. A variety of gradients with different slopes and shapes may be produced
with the impedance network including linear (A-C) and nonlinear gradients (D). Gradient D
was used to separate a fluorescently labelled ssDNA ladder as described in the text.
demonstrate separation, purification, and high-yield recovery of low-abundance DNA sequences.
These include (1) gradient separation and recovery of a single-stranded DNA ladder (ssDNA,
100-500bp) labelled with 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM), (2) purification and recovery of reverse
transcription (RT)-PCR amplified antibody genes, and (3) low-abundance template binding,
elution, and recovery followed by digital PCR analysis to determine the sample recovery rate.

4.3.1

4.3.1.1

Gradient Separation and Size Selection

Gradient Generation

Reliable chromatographic separation requires the applied gradient to be highly reproducible
and well controlled. Measurements were performed to show that the resistor network design
is capable of producing a wide range of gradient shapes and slopes (Figure 24). Gradients
were visualized by spiking buffer B with bromophenol blue at a concentration of 20µM. Using
absorbance at a wavelength of 600nm, the bromophenol blue concentration was determined
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Figure 25: (a) Chromatograms of four replicates of FAM-labelled ssDNA ranging from 100 to
500bp in 50bp increments (A-I). The chromatograms are preceded by a peak likely resulting
from unbound fluorescein. (b) Electropherograms of the complete ladder before loading onto
the microfluidic device (blue) and of a 200bp fragment recovered from a single microcolumn. No
detectable cross-contamination with neighboring peaks was observed in the recovered sample
fraction.
using Beer-Lambert Law − log (I/I0 ) = εhc where I0 and I are the transmitted intensity
through buffer A and through a mixture of buffer A and buffer B, respectively; ε, h, and c
represent the extinction coefficient, the channel height, and the concentration, respectively.
The concentration profile was determined at the inlet of the gradient storage channel at the
time of gradient generation and during application of the gradient to the column array following
reversal of the flow direction. It was found that low flow rates, ∼ 1µL/min, resulted in gradients
that showed limited flow-induced dispersion, while gradient deviations were observed at higher
flow rates due to Taylor dispersion effects along the storage line during gradient transport. The
gradients produced had a functional range of 5% to 95% mixing ratios, beyond which errors
increased; buffer compositions and linear velocities were chosen to ensure that operation occurs
within this regime.
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4.3.1.2

Sample Separation

Following column equilibration, 400pg of FAM-labelled ssDNA ladder (100-500bp, Bioventures,
TN) was loaded onto each column in buffer A and the column then washed (5 column volumes)
with buffer A. A gradient ranging from 0.6 to 0.77M NaCl was then generated using the resistor
network, stored in the storage channel, and applied to all four chromatography columns at a
flow rate of 70nL/min per column for 40min. Imaging of the column outlets was used to generate
fluorescent chromatograms for each column. In the current experimental setup, the detection
area is defined by the field of view of a microscope objective and is limited to one column
outlet. To demonstrate the performance of all columns, this experiment was repeated four
times to sequentially record chromatograms for each column. Figure 25a shows results for
the gradient separation of nine FAM-labelled ssDNA fragments, ranging from 100 to 500bp
in 50bp increments, across four separate columns. Near baseline resolution was achieved by
applying a regressive gradient ranging from 0.6 to 0.77M NaCl. These experiments demonstrate
the integration of parallel on-chip chromatography with high separation efficiency as well as
excellent reproducibility in peak heights and retention times.

4.3.1.3

Sample Recovery

The microfluidic system was then used to demonstrate automated selection and recovery of
eluted ssDNA strands of specific size using valves downstream of the column to collect a defined
fraction of the sample into a sample collection stream. 6ng of the ssDNA ladder was loaded,
and the components were separated by applying a salt gradient as described above. While in
this study fluorescence detection was used to trigger valves at the column outlet to selectively
recover a fraction of the eluent containing the purified 200bp strand, timed valve actuation
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may also be employed. To maintain a high concentration of the purified band, the collected
fraction was injected into a stream of immiscible oil (FC-3283) and diluted to a total aqueous
volume of 3µL to facilitate off-chip handling. Following recovery from the chip, the aqueous
and immiscible phases were then separated using centrifugation and the lighter aqueous phase
was removed using a pipet. The strand sizes within the recovered fraction were analysed using
a commercially available microfluidic electrophoretic system (Bioanalyzer 2100, Agilent, CA)
to confirm that there was no cross contamination from the neighbouring bands (150 and 250bp)
(Figure 25b). On the basis of this result, it was found that full resolution of ssDNA differing in
size by ±25 bp can be obtained for fragments ranging from 100bp to 500bp, which is comparable
to the resolving power achieved by excision of conventional gel electrophoresis bands.

4.3.2

Purification of RT-PCR Amplified Antibody Genes

On-chip DNA separation is of high interest for upstream amplification applications such as
sequencing library preparation. To highlight this, the microfluidic system was applied to a
routine sample preparation application: post-PCR amplicon purification to remove primers and
PCR byproducts such as primer dimers. Variable regions of antibody heavy and light (kappa)
chain genes were amplified by RT-PCR of purified RNA obtained from two mouse hybridoma
cell lines (D1.3 and HyHEL-5). The expected RT-PCR products included 4 different amplicons
ranging from 392 to 543bp. Unpurified PCR amplification products were diluted 10-fold with
buffer A, and 150ng was loaded onto each column. Following a column wash, a step elution was
applied at a constant NaCl concentration of 0.75M, which was known to elute oligonucleotides
having lengths below 300bp.
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Figure 26: Electropherograms of four PCR products before (blue) and after (red) multiplexed
sample purification on-chip. The following regions were amplified: (a) D1.3-kappa, (b) D1.3heavy, (c) HyHel-5-kappa, and (d) HyHel-5-heavy. Samples were purified on-chip in parallel
by application of a 0.75M NaCl step gradient and recovered in an immiscible oil phase for
off-chip analysis. The purified sample showed no detectable carry-over of PCR byproducts
demonstrating efficient sample purification.
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Figure 27: Fluorescent micrograph of five digital PCR arrays comparing the amount of the
recovered fraction of the synthetic fragment of the RPPH1 gene (R1-R3) to the amount loaded
onto one of the microcolumns. The frequency of positive wells for the initial sample and the three
eluted samples are 148/765, 135/765, 136/765, and 139/765, respectively. The corresponding
95% binomial confidence intervals are 0.1660 to 0.2233, 0.1501 to 0.2054, 0.1513 to 0.2067, and
0.1550 to 0.2109, respectively. The three replicates are within 2% of the mean (91%) indicating
excellent run-to-run reproducibility as well as a high level of recovery.
The step profile was created by the gradient generator, stored in the gradient storage line,
and applied to the column array at a flow rate of 183nL/min/column for 10min.

As

expected, fragments below 300bp in length were effectively released from the column and
discarded. A second concentration step of 1M NaCl was applied to recover the desired PCR
products, which were collected in four separate FC-3283 oil streams. Electropherograms were
produced for all samples prior to loading onto the column array and for each eluted fraction
(Figure 26). Integration of efficient and simple size selection of amplified DNA products, as
demonstrated here, should be of high interest for low template sequencing library preparation
where advantages of low elution volume, high product concentrations, and high recovery rates
are required.
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4.3.3

Digital PCR to Assess the Sample Recovery Rate

To assess recovery rates, 200fg of a synthetic fragment of the RPPH1 gene was loaded onto one
of the columns in buffer A, rinsed, and recovered in an FC-3283 oil stream by applying 0.8M
NaCl at a flow rate of 183nL/min. The sample was diluted on-chip by a factor of one hundred
and then recovered for dPCR analysis as described above. Three replicates of the digital PCR
response from a single column are shown in Figure 27. The original sample, diluted in the same
way as the eluted samples, resulted in 148/765 positive chambers. By comparison, the three
eluted samples resulted in 135/765, 136/765, and 139/765, respectively, while the no-template
control (NTC) did not produce any positive PCR reactions.

Assuming a Poisson distribution of molecules in each chamber, the observed frequency of
amplification from the initial sample corresponds to a best estimate of the concentration of
λ = 0.22molecules/nL. Using this value, a 95% confidence interval was constructed for the
binomial response to be between 127 and 171 positive reactions, which includes all observed
samples [304]. Although the eluted samples were not significantly different from 100% recovery,
the dPCR measurements were consistently lower than that of the initial sample with an average
frequency of 136.7/765. From this, the best estimate of concentration was calculated as 0.20
molecules per chamber, corresponding to a recovery rate of 91% ± 2%.

4.4

Conclusion

The combination of two new fabrication methods, namely three-dimensional channel routing
and the packing of parallel solid phase columns, has enabled the first parallel and fully
integrated microfluidic solid-phase chromatographic system. The platform presented in this
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chapter implements all functionality including sample loading, gradient generation and mixing,
parallel sample separation, and fraction recovery with high yield and low dilution. By combining
high-performance resins with integrated microfluidic control, this system provides flexibility in
addressing many different analytical and preparative separation applications. Using a nonporous AEX resin, the size-based separation and selective recovery of low molecular weight
DNA fragments were demonstrated, achieving separation performance comparable to what is
possible using standard gel electrophoresis methods.

It was further shown how the columns may be integrated with important sample preparation
steps to permit, for example, the parallel purification and size-selective recovery of PCR
amplification products. The separation mode of ion exchange was chosen for its high potential to
enable the transfer of multistep genomics protocols onto a chip format. MSL-based microfluidic
systems are well established for the amplification and processing of nucleic acids. Here, the
separation of low abundant template samples has been been demonstrated with minimal losses,
achieving recovery rates in excess of 90% as measured by digital PCR. This exceeds recovery
rates that are typically achieved using spin columns or standard gel electrophoresis methods
while providing the additional advantage of minimal eluent dilution.

It is anticipated that the integration of sample separation methods will greatly expand the
range of applications for MSL-based microfluidics, with applications including small volume
sequencing library production, sample preparation for diagnostics, and miniaturized chemical
synthesis.
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Conclusions
Multilayer Soft Lithography has become the dominant fabrication technique for microfluidic
device development.

Facile valve integration at high densities in poly(dimethylsiloxane)

(PDMS)-based microfluidic devices has enabled a myriad of applications in biomedical research,
benefiting from low sample consumption, unique flow properties at the microscale and
inexpensive device materials. The emphasis of this thesis is on lifting two major restrictions of
MSL that have previously limited its applicability, namely that fluid routing has been limited to
planar geometries and no methods existed for the implementation of solid-phase microcolumns
required for analytical and preparative separations.

This thesis addresses these limitations as follows: first, a laser ablation system has been
developed that allows for the robust and facile implementation of interlayer connections,
enabling three-dimensional channel connectivity and, thus, more versatile on-chip fluid routing.
Second, a novel column design using a multitude of bypass channels allows for the parallel
packing of microcolumns at low pressure with near perfect yield.

Third, the capabilities

afforded by these advancements are combined to achieve the first fully integrated parallel liquid
chromatography system with all elements required for sample loading, processing, and recovery.
These technological advancements will open new applications for MSL that currently do not
benefit from high-density integration and process automation afforded by on-chip valves.
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Figure 28: Examples of additional applications that have benefited from interlayer connections
made by laser ablation. (a) Micrograph of a microfluidic device for high-throughput multiplexed
single cell RT-qPCR. Three-dimensional fluid routing enables the integration of 208 single
cell processing units, each containing 20 separate qPCR reactors (image courtesy of Michael
VanInsberghe). (b) Micrograph of a microfluidic device coupled with a DNA microarray
for targeted amplification. Laser ablation allows for PCR reaction chambers to be in fluid
communication with primer spots on the microarray (image courtesy of Georgia Russell). The
scale bar of inset (b) is 200µm. All other scale bars are 1mm.

Laser Ablation of Interlayer Connections

The laser ablation system described in this thesis has been developed with the intention of
providing a flexible, robust, and user-friendly turn-key instrument. Analogous to the use of
layer-layer interconnects in the electronic circuit industry, lifting the constraint of in-plane
channel routing by means of laser ablation greatly expands the flexibility and functionality of
microfluidic devices and is a major advancement to existing MSL techniques.

In this thesis, this capability is used in microfluidic devices for on-chip chromatography. More
generally, the laser ablation process and instrument developed here have found widespread use
in the Hansen Lab and have contributed to several projects pursued by other members of the lab.
For example, three-dimensional fluid routing has enabled the integration of highly multiplexed
single-cell reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) (Figure
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28a). This provides the ability to simultaneously measure the expression of 20 transcripts
from 208 individual cells on a single device, with microfluidic elements for cell capture, lysis,
and pre-amplification [305]. This functionality has only become possible by routing 20 assays to
each of the single cell processing units using interlayer connections, followed by diffusive mixing
with pre-amplified and metered out samples. In total, this device includes 15000 integrated
valves and 2800 laser micromachined vias in an area of 4cm2 , representing the highest level
of integration density that has been reported to date. The ability to routinely fabricate these
devices with good yield highlights the robustness of the laser ablation instrument and process
described here, providing enhanced capabilities without sacrificing the performance of MSL.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, another capability that is achieved with laser micromachining is
the ability to selectively interface devices with functionalized substrates. An excellent example
of this is shown in Figure 28b where laser ablation was used to couple MSL-based microfluidics
to an array of 288 spotted DNA oligos [306]. This strategy, used here to assemble many distinct
PCR reactions, provides a general approach to introducing a large number of distinct reagents
into defined locations of a device; limitations in fluidic input/output numbers would otherwise
prohibit applications that require large numbers of different reagents.

Fabrication of Microfluidic Solid Phase Chromatography Columns

In this thesis an emphasis has been placed on nucleic acid separations which is an important
capability for on-chip sample preparation for genomics applications. In light of the rapid
advancement of sequencing instrumentation over the past 5 years, there is an unmet need for
rapid and high-sensitivity approaches to sequencing library construction and/or low-template
amplification strategies. Microfluidics are promising formats for such applications since they
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can provide enhanced sensitivity in small volumes, parallelization, automation, and significant
savings in reagents. Multilayer Soft Lithography, in particular, has been shown to be ideally
suited for the integration of a variety of genomic processes, including polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) [28], multiple displacement amplification (MDA) [27], ligations [305,307], cell processing
[30], and chromatin affinity capture [308].

The integration of microcolumns now provides needed capabilities in the size selection and
recovery of nucleic acids.

As such, methods for microcolumn integration and on-chip

chromatography presented in this thesis are expected to be readily transferable to a number
of applications: for example, library preparation for next-generation DNA sequencing could
greatly benefit from preparative on-chip size selection methods. In high-throughput sequencing
applications, library preparation has become a bottleneck in the sequencing process which
has prompted various commercial solutions: widely used methods for size selection currently
include bead approaches [309,310], spin columns (e.g. GeneRead, Qiagen) or gel electrophoresis.
A higher degree of automation is provided by preparative electrophoresis systems, e.g. the
Pippin Prep (Sage Science Inc., MA), and liquid handling robots, e.g. the AB Library Builder
System (Life Technologies), Versa NGLP (Aurora Biomed Inc., BC), and the Apollo NGS
Library Prep System (IntegenX, CA). MSL-based microfluidic devices would be well suited for
the co-integration of on-chip chromatography and upstream sample processing steps, including
amplification reactions, enzymatic digestion, and linker ligation, offering additional advantages
such as reduced sample dilution, lower amplification bias, and lower reagent consumption.

The work in this thesis highlights the prospect of implementing highly parallel and inexpensive
liquid chromatography, either with disposable devices or potentially with the ability to reuse
a single device for multiple samples. As demonstrated here, an important advantage of this
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approach is very low sample losses which are increasingly critical for the analysis of limited
template in diagnostic applications. For example, the analysis of fetal DNA in the maternal
plasma has been proposed as a non-invasive method for the detection of fetal genetic traits,
providing an alternative to more invasive methods [311, 312]. It has been shown that higher
fractions of fetal to maternal DNA can be obtained by enriching for shorter fragments in the
range of 200bp to 400bp [152–154]. MSL-based microfluidics would be well positioned to perform
this task in a rapid manner and could be combined with PCR detection methods [152, 312, 313]
or sequencing [314, 315].

Another very promising application of integration microcolumns in genomics is sequence specific
enrichment and separations. The ability to target specific regions of the genome or to enrich
for very rare sequences amongst a high background of closely related sequence is of high
interest for clinical applications including prenatal diagnostics, early detection of cancer, and
the monitoring of minimal residual disease. While current approaches to this problem typically
rely on hybridization, either in solution or on array formats, these are fundamentally limited
in specificity that is achievable in a single binding interaction. When operated in the correct
regime, chromatography can provide fundamental improvements to specificity since separations
represent the net effect of many binding events. For instance, RNA or DNA in patient samples
may be loaded onto a column with beads displaying the capture sequence for known oncogene
suppressor mutations. After binding to the top of the column, samples may be eluted using salt
or temperature gradients to modulate the binding affinity. This approach, conceptually similar
to what has recently been achieved using gels with immobilized DNA capture probes [316]
should allow for the selective recovery of sequences that differ by as little as a single base
modification.
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As previously noted, the length of integrated microcolumns could be extended to allow for an
increase in resolution. Moreover, high-resolution applications could benefit from multistep or
multidimensional separations: for example, fractions that are eluted from one column could be
immediately loaded onto a second column with limited loss in resolution during sample transfer.
Thus, the fluid handling capabilities afforded by Multilayer Soft Lithography should allow for
the implementation of simulated moving bed approaches or orthogonal separation modes.

Beyond genomics applications, the parallel processing capabilities afforded by integrated
microcolumns may also prove useful in the optimization of separation conditions of conventional
chromatography systems while using only small sample amounts: this could be of particular
interest in drug development processes where the sample is typically limited [206, 210,317, 318].
Current approaches to identify optimized separation conditions include microtitre or filter
plates [319–321], micropipette chromatography tips [207,208] and miniature packed columns in
a 96-well array format [209–211]. While commercially available miniaturized packed columns,
e.g. from Atoll GmbH, Germany, are more geometrically similar to conventional columns, flow
rates and gradients are typically difficult to control [210].

The implementation of parallel independent separations on a microfluidic device, similar to the
one presented in this thesis, should be possible without much modification. The author expects
the column packing technique detailed in Chapter 3 to be well suited for the integration of up
to ~100 columns. Additional functionality, however, would be required to create individual
gradients for each microcolumn.

This could be addressed by implementation of separate

gradient holding channels, one for each microcolumn. No additional valves would be required
if the existing demultiplexer was moved upstream of the gradient holding channels allowing for
the sequential generation and storage of individual gradients.
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As highlighted previously, the device material poly(dimethylsiloxane) is best suited for aqueous
separation conditions, including those found in most ion exchange, size exclusion and affinity
separations. Material incompatibilities currently limit its use in separation conditions that
require organic solvents (e.g. acetonitrile or methanol) which are commonly employed in reversephase applications [114, 115, 124]. To address these issues it may be necessary to develop
processes for the coating of PDMS or to use alternative elastomers [115, 125].

One practical consideration is that the integration of multiple microcolumns requires compatible
detection capabilities. Mass spectrometric analysis coupled with microdevices has been of
particular interest in proteomic applications [81, 84, 200, 208, 270, 322, 323].

While various

concepts have been proposed for interfacing single microfluidic columns with electrospray
ionization (ESI) mass spectrometry [73, 203, 270, 324], parallel analysis has proven to be
challenging, requiring multiplexing capabilities [325, 326] or interfaces for matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry [327].

Moreover, some polymeric

microfluidic device materials, including PDMS, pose the additional challenge that polymer
chains from the bulk material may leach into the eluent and may obscure measurements by
mass spectrometry [328].

Of particular interest would be the implementation of absorbance-based detection methods
which are widely used in standard HPLC systems. Short path lengths on microfluidic devices,
however, pose severe challenges for sensitive and reliable measurements. While a number
of concepts have been proposed to make microfluidic separations amenable to absorbance
detection, these methods typically result in additional device complexity requiring elements such
as integrated waveguides [329,330], planar photodetectors [331–333], or integrated photodiodes
[334].
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Detection by fluorescence is likely the most viable option as tens of columns could be easily
monitored using line scanners or imaging systems. While samples could generally be labelled
prior to on-chip separation, this may be impractical or undesirable as the fluorophore may alter
the retention properties of the analyte. Alternatively, the intrinsic fluorescence of the amino
acids tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine could be used in peptide or protein separations
[335–337]. It may also be possible to rapidly mix eluents downstream of the separation column
with fluorescent dyes [338]. Intercalating dyes, such as SYBR Green or Pico Green, may be
mixed post-separation with nucleic acid samples [339, 340]. The detection of proteins could
benefit from fluorescent quantum dot bioconjugates [341, 342] or dyes that show an increase in
intensity upon binding [343, 344].

It is the belief of the author that the diverse requirements of each application necessitate the
individual adaptation of integrated separation methods and device layouts. The versatility of
integrated liquid chromatography coupled with MSL-based microdevices provides an attractive
prototyping platform to meet these requirements.

The work presented in this thesis has

advanced microfluidic device fabrication by lifting design constraints inherent to standard
Multilayer Soft Lithography methods. Complex three-dimensional fluid routing has not only
proven to be valuable in the integration of liquid chromatography but is expected to be of great
interest to the microfluidic community. It is anticipated that the novel column packing technique
and the advances in the integration of parallel liquid chromatography presented in this thesis
will provide many opportunities for analytical and preparative applications while stimulating
further research into the development of completely integrated microfluidic chromatography
systems.
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Appendix A: Chromatographic Retention and Chemical
Equilibrium

The degree of analyte retention in a chromatographic system is determined by the distribution
of the analyte between the two phases (interaction chromatography) and by the stationary
phase volume that is accessible to the analyte for interaction (exclusion chromatography). In
this thesis, chromatography column on microfluidic devices are packed with a non-porous anionexchange resin (Chapters 3 and 4). Thus, interactions between macromolecular solutes and the
stationary phase should not be limited by the binding sites that are accessible. This section,
therefore, focuses on charged-based analyte retention and mechanisms to achieve differential
retention for a mixture of analytes.

Retention Factor

The retention factor k is defined as

k=

tR − t0
tS
NS
[AS ] VS
VS
=
=
=
= KA
t0
tM
NM
[AM ] VM
VM

(A.1)
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where tR and t0 are the retention times of a retained and unretained analyte, respectively. In
order to compare different columns or the same column at different flow rates, the retention
factor provides a convenient and dimensionless measure by normalizing the retention time of a
retained peak to an unretained peak.

It can be assumed that an unretained peak spends all its time tM in the mobile phase. Thus,
the additional time tS that is required for a retained analyte to migrate through the column
stems from the time it is adsorbed to the stationary phase. More importantly, following the
assumption of ergodicity, the number of molecules that are present on the stationary phase NS
and in the mobile phase NM can be related to the time that they spend in their respective
phases. From this, Equation A.1 can be further extended to include the analyte concentrations
in the stationary phase [AS ] and mobile phase [AM ], with the volumes VS and VM , respectively.
KA is the distribution coefficient (also termed partition or adsorption coefficient).

Chemical Equilibrium

In case of ion-exchange chromatography, the chemical equilibrium between the analyte in the
mobile phase and the immobilized analyte is to be considered. The model presented here refers
to anion chromatography and describes isoionic displacement, i.e. it is assumed that any given
charge is displaced by the same number of opposite charges, neglects chemical activities.

A single type of charged eluent ion E y− competes with the analyte anion Ax− for the functional
groups of the stationary phase, where y and x refer to the valence of the eluent and analyte ion,
respectively. The concentration of the eluent ion E y− is considered to be constant (isocratic
elution) so that the following equilibrium is established on the stationary phase [117, 345–347]:
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y−
y · Ax−
M + x · ES

y−
y · Ax−
S + x · EM

(A.2)

corresponding to a chemical equilibrium constant KA,E of

h

KA,E = h

Ax−
S

iy h

ix

Ax−
M

iy h

ix

y−
EM

ESy−

(A.3)

y

[Ax−
S ]
y represents the ratio of the concentrations in the stationary and mobile phase. Combining
[Ax−
M ]
Equations A.1 and A.3, the retention factor can be expressed as

VM
= kA
VS


KA,E

y

 h y− i x
E
h M i

(A.4)

ESy−

h

i

As the concentration of the eluent in the stationary phase ESy− is typically difficult to quantify,
it can be replaced by the more accessible parameters of exchange capacity Q (the surface charge
of the resin per mass or volume) and valency of the eluent anion y, i.e.

h

i

ESy− =

Q
y.

This

substitution is strictly only valid if the charge concentration provided by the mobile phase is in
great excess of the analyte ion concentration and the column is operated at the low end of its
isotherm.
h

i

Substituting ESy− in Equation A.4, taking the logarithm and solving for the retention factor
yields

1
x
Q
log (kA ) = log (KA,E ) + log
y
y
y




VS
+ log
VM




−

h
i
x
y−
log EM
y

(A.5)
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From Equation A.5 it can be inferred that [117, 345–347]:

• The retention factors increases with higher equilibrium constants KA,E and higher
exchange capacities Q.
• A larger phase ratio

VS
VM

results in a higher retention factor: it is for this reason that

functionalized surface ion-exchangers provide less retention than functionalized porous
materials.
• Multivalent analytes with a valence nx are retarded more strongly than monovalent
h

i

y−
analytes with a valence x, if the eluent concentration EM
is low.

h

i

y−
• An increase in the eluent concentration EM
results in a lower retention factor, i.e. it

accelerates elution.
• Multivalent eluents with a valence ny lead to a decrease in analyte retention compared
to monovalent eluents with a valence y.
h

i

y−
• The influence of the eluent concentration EM
on the retention factor is greater for

multivariant analytes with a valence nx than for monovalent analytes with a valence x.
• The retention factor k is proportional to

Q
y−
]
[EM

which demonstrates that stationary phases

with low capacity may be desired if the detection method is based on conductivity
measurements: to obtain the same retention factor for high-capacity phases, the eluent
concentration would have to be increased proportionally thereby impeding conductivity
measurements due to a high electrolyte concentration.
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Relative Retention

In order to separate two analytes on a chromatography column, their retention factors need to
differ from each other. The relative retention (also termed selectivity coefficient) α is a measure
of the separability of two analytes and is defined as

α=

kB
tR,B − t0
=
kA
tR,A − t0

(A.6)

where the later-eluting analyte is in the numerator, thus, α ≥ 1. An increase in α results in
better separation but also longer analysis times.
The ion-exchange equilibrium between two analytes, Ax− and B z− , is given by [117]

z−
z · Ax−
M + x · BS

z−
z · Ax−
S + x · BM

(A.7)

with a chemical equilibrium constant KA,B of

h

Ax−
S

iz h

z−
BM

ix

iz h
i
KA,B = h
z− x
Ax−
B
M
S

(A.8)

Combining Equations A.6 and A.8 with the retention factor for the analytes Ax− and B z− and
taking the logarithm gives:

1
x−z
kA VM
log (KA,B ) +
log
x
z
VS


log (αA,B ) =



(A.9)

From this equation it can be concluded that [117, 345–347]:
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• α depends on the retention factor of one of the analytes, if the analytes have different
charges, i.e. x 6= z.
• For two equally charged analytes, i.e. x = z, the relative retention only depends on the
selectivity coefficient KA,B and charge of the analyte. More importantly, it is independent
of the concentration and charge of the competing eluent ion, provided that KA,B remains
constant.
• Two analytes with the same charge may have different chemical properties, such as
polarizibility and hydration, which could influence their affinities to the stationary phase.
This model does not account for these secondary effects.
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Multilayer devices were cast from two moulds fabricated using photolithography. Both moulds
simultaneously hold control and flow channel features.

The first mould consisted of a multilayer structure having three different resist heights: Firstly,
SU8-5 (MicroChem Corp., MA) was used to create column bypass channels. SU8-5 was spun
at 1700rpm to a thickness of 5μm, and softbaked in three consecutive 1min long steps at
65°C, 95°C, and 65°C. Following exposure for 5s using an MA6 mask aligner (Karl Suss) at
42.5mW/cm2 , a bake step was performed using the same three-step softbake protocol described
above. Wafers were then immersed in SU8 developer (MicroChem Corp., MA) for 2min.
AZ50XT (AZ Electronic Materials, NJ), spun at 4100rpm for 50s, was then applied to create
the column waste flow channels. Following prebake at 115°C for 10min, this layer was exposed
for 45s, developed in 33% AZ400K, and hardbaked at 190°C for 2h, resulting in 13μm high
rounded channels. Finally, chromatography columns were created using SU8-3025 spun at
650rpm to a thickness of 100μm. Following softbake at 65°C, 95°C, 65°C for 10min, 45min,
2min, respectively, wafers were exposed for 7s and postbaked at the same temperatures for
3min, 10min, 3min.

For the second wafer, a layer of SU8-3025 was spun at 2500rpm for 30s resulting in 30μm
high control channel features. The softbake was carried out at 65°C, 95°C, 65°C for 2min,
12min, 2min, respectively, followed by a 6.5s exposure and a post exposure bake at the same
temperatures for 1min, 5min, 1 min. A thicker layer of AZ50XT, spun at 500rpm for 45s, was
then applied to create the bead inlet channels. This layer was prebaked at 115°C for 10min,
exposed for 60s, and hardbaked at 190°C for 2h, resulting in 55μm channels with a rounded
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cross-section. After fabrication all wafers were coated with a 400nm thick layer of Parylene C
to facilitate release of the cured PDMS [292].

Microfluidic devices were fabricated by replica moulding from the microfabricated masters using
a variation of the MSL process [58, 72] wherein devices were assembled by oxygen plasma
bonding of PDMS layers rather than off-ratio bonding. Briefly, PDMS prepolymer RTV 615
(General Electric, NY), mixed at a ratio of 10:1 (part A: part B) was used for each of the
three layers of the microfluidic device. 60g and 20g of the uncured PDMS was degassed in a
vacuum chamber for 1h and cured on the first and second wafer, respectively, at 80°C for 60min.
A featureless membrane was spun at 3000rpm for 60s and cured together with the two other
layers. Following oxygen plasma treatment for 12s at 600mTorr the layers were aligned with
the featureless membrane separating the channels of the two thicker PDMS layers. Interlayer
connections were made using laser ablation as described in Chapter 2. Finally, completely
assembled devices were bonded to a microscope slide for mechanical support.
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% Program for simulating the fill factor in a microfabricated column with
% bypass channel distributed along the long edges of the column
close all
clear all
clc
% X X X X X X X XX XX X XX X XX XX X XX X Column geometry X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
num_rows =260; % # of traps on either side of the column
% Dimensions : trap channels
w_tr =6 E -6;
h_tr =4 E -6;
l_tr =43 E -6;
% Dimensions : waste flow channel sections ( between traps )
w_wf =100 E -6;
h_wf =10 E -6;
l_wf =70 E -6;
% Trap channels at column outlet
num_tr_outl =6;
w_tr_outl =6 E -6;
h_tr_outl =4 E -6;
l_tr_outl =90 E -6;
% Dimensions : column section that can be packed with beads
global w_sec h_sec l_sec
w_sec = l_wf ;
h_sec =100 E -6;
l_sec =100 E -6;
% Trap channels at column outlet
num_tr_outl =6;
w_tr_outl =6 E -6;
h_tr_outl =4 E -6;
l_tr_outl =90 E -6;
% X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X Packing X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
p_inl =200 e3 ;
% pressure at col inlet
vol_conc_st =0.6;
% volume fraction of packed beads
vol_conc_inj =0.00325; % volume concentration of beads when injected
% Time resolution in seconds
dt =0.1;
% Modal analysis parameters
exp_mat =3;
nu m_ no des_per_iter =3;

% XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
% X X X X X X X X X XX X X X XX X X X XX X X X Analysis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
% XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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% Variable Initialization
add_iter =10000 ;
max_num_iter =3600;
V_liquid =0;
iter =0;
exec_once =0;
l_st (1: num_rows )=0;
l_st_old =0;
l_st_fin (1:260 ,1: max_num_iter )= zeros ;
V _ th r o ugh_traps_cum (1: num_rows ,1)= zeros ;
G_base (1:781 ,1:781)= zeros ;

% Resistance of trap channels and waste flow channel sections ( non - time
% dependent )
Rt =[ res_chan ( w_tr , h_tr , l_tr ) , res_chan ( w_wf , h_wf , l_wf )];
% Time difference iteration
while ( iter <( add_iter *1.3)) && iter < max_num_iter
% Iteration values
iter = iter +1;
q = iter ;
perc =0.99* sum ( l_sec * num_rows );
% Exit conditions
if ( max ( sum ( l_st_fin )) > perc )&&( exec_once ==0)
add_iter = iter ;
exec_once =1;
end
dRt_vec = res_chan_clogged ( w_tr , h_tr , l_tr , V_through_traps_cum (: , end ));
% Replace resistor elements with values for empty column sections
R ([2: num_nodes_per_iter :( num_rows * num_nodes_per_iter )])=...
res_chan_hor ( w_sec , h_sec , l_sec - l_st );
R ([3: num_nodes_per_iter :( num_rows * num_nodes_per_iter )])=...
res_chan_vert (2* l_sec -2* l_st , h_sec , w_sec );
% Replace resistor elements with values for packed col sections
R ([1: num_nodes_per_iter :( num_rows * num_nodes_per_iter )])=...
res_col ( w_sec , h_sec , l_st )+ dRt_vec ’;
% Replace resistor at column outlet
R ( nu m_ nodes_per_iter * num_rows )=...
res_chan ( w_tr_outl , h_tr_outl , l_tr_outl )/ num_tr_outl ;

% XX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXX Modal Analysis : G Matrix X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
G_base (1:4 ,1:4)=[1/ R (3)+2/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2)) ,...
-1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2)) , -1/ R (3) , -1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2));
-1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2))
,0 ,0 ,0;
-1/ R (3)
,0 ,0 ,0;
-1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2))
,0 ,0 ,0];
% index vector
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k =1:( num_rows -1);
% Element 1 ,1
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1))=...
2/ Rt (2)+1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 1 ,2
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2))=...
-1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 1 ,4
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+4))=...
-1/ Rt (2);
% Element 2 ,1
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1))=...
-1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 2 ,2
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2))=...
1./ R (( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +3)+1./ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +3)+...
2./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 2 ,3
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3))=...
-1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 2 ,5
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+5))=...
-1./ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +3);
% Element 3 ,2
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2))=...
-1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 3 ,3
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3))=...
2/ Rt (2)+1./( Rt (1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +1)+ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +2));
% Element 3 ,6
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+6))=...
-1/ Rt (2);
% Element 4 ,1
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+4 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+1))=...
-1/ Rt (2);
% Element 5 ,2
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G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+5 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+2))=...
-1./ R ( k * num_nodes_per_iter +3);
% Element 6 ,3
G_base ( sub2ind ([781 , 781] ,( k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+6 ,...
(k -1)* num_nodes_per_iter +1+3))=...
-1/ Rt (2);
% Column inlet
G_base (2 ,2)= G_base (2 ,2) -1/ Rt (2)+1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2));
G_base (4 ,4)= G_base (4 ,4) -1/ Rt (2)+1/( Rt (1)+ Rt (2)+ R (1)+ R (2));
% Convert to sparse matrix
G_assembly = sparse ( G_base );
% Determine number of nodes
num_nodes = num_nodes_per_iter *( num_rows -1)+1;
% Remove excess nodes
G_assembly ( size ( G_assembly ,1) - exp_mat +1: size ( G_assembly ,1) ,:)=[];
G_assembly (: , size ( G_assembly ,2) - exp_mat +1: size ( G_assembly ,2))=[];
% Define pressure source
B =1;
C =1;
D =0;
% Add zeros to expand matrix
G_assembly (1 , size ( G_assembly ,2)+1)= B ;
G_assembly ( size ( G_assembly ,1)+1 ,1)= C ;
% number of nodes
i (1: num_nodes )=0;
z =[ i p_inl ] ’;
% Solve linear equation
G2 = sparse ( G_assembly );
x = G2 \ z ;
% Pressure potential at each node
node_pot = x (1: size (x ,1) -1);
% Flow rate into the column
inl_curr = x ( size (x ,1));
% Extract elements where beads can be retained
G_assembly_temp = G_assembly (1 , exp_mat +1);
G_assembly_up = triu ( G_assembly ,1);
G_assembly_up = tril ( G_assembly_up ,2);
G_assembly_up (1 , exp_mat +1)= G_assembly_temp ;
G_assembly_up (1 , num_nodes_per_iter )=0;
% Find non - zero elements , index represents connection between nodes
[ Gy_ind , Gx_ind ]= find ( G_assembly_up );
% Convert Gy_ind , Gx_ind indeces to linear index
G_ind_lin = sub2ind ( size ( G_assembly_up ) , Gy_ind , Gx_ind );
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% Pressure drop between nodes
G_vol_drop = G_assembly_up *0;
G_vol_drop ( G_ind_lin )= node_pot ( Gx_ind ) - node_pot ( Gy_ind );
% Pressure drop at column inlet
G_vol_drop (1 ,:)= - G_vol_drop (1 ,:);
% Conversion of pressure drop to flow rate
I = G_vol_drop .*( - G_assembly_up );
% Make copy of G_vol_drop to unify names
G_mat = G_vol_drop ;
% Bead volume delivered to col section at given flow rate
V_bead = I .* vol_conc_inj / vol_conc_st * dt ;
V_mat = I .* dt ;
% Packing height from column wall
l_st_mat = V_bead ./( w_sec .* h_sec );
% Convert array to linear vector
if q ==1
[ l_stx_ind , l_sty_ind ]= find ( l_st_mat );
l_st_lin_ind = ( sub2ind ( size ( l_st_mat ) , l_sty_ind , l_stx_ind ));
[ Vx_ind , Vy_ind ]= find ( V_mat );
V_lin_ind = ( sub2ind ( size ( V_mat ) , Vy_ind , Vx_ind ));
[ Gx_ind2 , Gy_ind2 ]= find ( G_vol_drop ); %
G_lin_ind = ( sub2ind ( size ( G_vol_drop ) , Gy_ind2 , Gx_ind2 ));
[ G_as_x_ind , G_as_y_ind ]= find ( G_assembly_up );
G_as_lin_ind = ( sub2ind ( size ( G_assembly_up ) , G_as_y_ind , G_as_x_ind ));
end

% Transpose matrix to obtain right order for indexing
l_st_mat = l_st_mat ’;
% Extract only non - zero elements from matrix and save in lin vector
l_st_lin_temp = l_st_mat ( l_st_lin_ind );
V_mat = V_mat ’;
V_lin_temp = V_mat ( V_lin_ind );
G_mat = G_mat ’;
G_lin_temp = G_mat ( G_lin_ind );
G_as_mat = - G_assembly_up ’;
G_as_lin_temp = G_as_mat ( G_as_lin_ind );
% Cumulative volume through trap channels
l_st_gain = l_st_lin_temp ([1 ,2 ,5:2: end ]);
V _ t h r o ugh_traps_temp = V_lin_temp ([1 ,2 ,5:2: end ]);
V _ t h r o ugh_traps_temp ( V_through_traps_temp <0)=0;
V _t h r ough_traps_cum = V_through_traps_cum + V_through_traps_temp ;
% Add gain in packing height to existing packing height
l_st = l_st + l_st_gain ’;
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l_st_w_gain = l_st + l_st_gain ’;
% Maximum packing height is l_sec , if l_st >= l_sec then l_st = l_sec
l_st_full_ind = find ( l_sec <= l_st );
l_st ( l_st_full_ind )= l_sec ;
l_st_gain_over = sum ( l_st_gain ( l_st_full_ind ));
[c , nonfull_ind ]= find ( l_st < l_sec ,1 , ’ last ’);
avail = l_sec - l_st (1: nonfull_ind );
avail = flipdim ( avail ,2);
cum_sum_avail = cumsum ( avail );
% Number of elements needed to distribute overflow
[d , overfl_ind ]= find ( cum_sum_avail >= l_st_gain_over ,1 , ’ first ’);
% Sum of elements that are to be filled completely
sum_full = sum ( l_st (( nonfull_ind -( overfl_ind -2)): nonfull_ind ));
% Remainder
rem_over = l_st_gain_over -(( overfl_ind -1)* l_sec - sum_full );
% Fill up elements that are to be filled completely
l_st (( nonfull_ind -( overfl_ind -2)): nonfull_ind )= l_sec ;
% Pack col completely if cum_sum_avail < l_st_gain_over
if isempty ( overfl_ind )
l_st (1: size ( l_st ,2))= l_st ;
end
% Save packing heights in matrix
l_st ( nonfull_ind - overfl_ind +1)= l_st ( nonfull_ind - overfl_ind +1)+ rem_over ;
l_st_fin (: , q )= l_st ;
end
% Truncate variables if their size has been overestimated during memory
% allocation
l_st_fin = l_st_fin (: ,1: q );
% Moving average
for k =1: size ( l_st_fin ,2)
l_st_fin_re (: , k )= sum ( reshape ( l_st_fin (: , k ) ,26 ,[])) ’;
end
l_st_fin_re = l_st_fin_re /2.6 e -3;
MA_length_re =300;
l_st_fin_re = filter ( linspace (1/ MA_length_re ,1/ MA_length_re ,...
MA_length_re ) ,1 , l_st_fin_re ,[] ,2);
% Time matrix
[ time , t_disc ]= meshgrid ( linspace (0 , q * dt /60 , q ) ,1: num_rows );
h = figure ;
plot ( time (1:10 ,:) ’ , flipdim ( l_st_fin_re ’ ,2));
axis ([0 5 0 1.1])
xlabel ( ’ Time / min ’)
ylabel ( ’ Fill Factor ’)
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